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Foreword:

by the President of SALGA

Parks Tau
As South Africa’s newly elected local government officials take up office in municipalities throughout the country,
they do so in an ever-changing and rapidly evolving environment. While the pace of change may be daunting for
many, it also brings exciting opportunities for growth and development. We should therefore be willing to embrace
change wholeheartedly, rather than fear what it may mean for us. In doing so, we will be in a position to meet the
requirements of developmental local government, as described in the pivotal Local Government White Paper of 1998:
“Developmental local government is local government committed to working with citizens and groups within the
community to find sustainable ways to meet their social, economic and material needs and improve the quality of their
lives.”
In this fourth term of democratic local government, SALGA endeavours to perform two distinct roles. The first is
that of protector, by which SALGA will robustly enforce the rights of the local government sector. Secondly, SALGA
will work to constructively disrupt where existing systems make it impossible for local government to deliver on its
mandate.These two roles, on which this strategic plan for 2017-2022 has been built, must work hand-in-hand to create
a balanced environment which will enable local government to function to its optimum.
The changing environment in which local government currently operates is shaped and driven by a number of global,
continental and national imperatives.
On a global level, the most important of these is undoubtedly the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Adopted
by the United Nations in September 2015, the 2030 Agenda resolves to free the human race from poverty and heal
and secure the planet. In the words of the preamble: “We are determined to take the bold and transformative steps
which are urgently needed to shift the world on to a sustainable and resilient path.”
The 2030 Agenda has 17 goals. Local government as a key role to play in the successful delivery of most SDGs. Of
particular importance is the most relevant of which for our local government sector is SDG11 – “Make cities inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable.” Indeed, the success of the 2030 Agenda will largely be determined in the world’s
cities and urban areas, which are at the heart of employment creation, poverty eradication, economic growth and
environmental sustainability. Managing the rapid urbanization must also be cognizant of the need for rural development
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and must seek to enhance the interface and inter-dependencies of these different spaces. Local government will
need to have appropriate legal powers, adequate financial arrangements and capable human resources to fulfil this
development agenda.
Another critical global imperative that will impact on local government is the Paris Agreement on Climate Change.This
is an ambitious and balanced plan to reduce global warming by reducing greenhouse gas emissions. South Africa ratified
the Paris Agreement when it was assented to by both the National Council of Provinces and the National Assembly
in October and November 2016. Local government will be crucial in taking the action needed to meet the targets set
by this historic accord.
On a continental level, our strategy for the future is cognisant of the African Union Agenda 2063 – The Africa we want.
This agenda is a quest to transform African cities and urban areas into national and regional cores that drive food
security, expand jobs, and rejuvenate culture. “Agenda 2063 – The Africa we want – is our collective action plan which
builds on lessons from our past whilst taking advantage of opportunities available in the short, medium and long term
so as to ensure positive socio economic transformation within the next 50 years”
Narrowing down to a national level, the two biggest drivers for South African local government are the National
Development Plan (NDP) Vision 2030, and the Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF). The NDP sets out
a comprehensive plan to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030 by drawing on the energy of our people,
growing an inclusive economy, and building key capabilities. The NDP provides a crucial national framework on which
our strategy for 2017-2022 is constructed. The extent to which local government action aligns itself with the NDP will,
to a large degree, determine whether South Africa is able to achieve the goals of the NDP.
The overall outcome of the IUDF is to bring about spatial transformation. It proposes an urban growth model of
compact, connected and coordinated cities and towns. Land, transport, housing and jobs are key structuring elements
in achieving the planned outcomes of the IUDF, and, once again, local government will be at the coalface of achieving
integrated urban development.
As we move forward into the next five-year term of office for SALGA, we invite each of you to become co-creators
in achieving these exciting goals and objectives outlined in our strategic plan. By doing so, we can all be confident of
fulfilling our mandate to serve the people of South Africa at the level that is closest and dearest to them: that of local
government.

Parks Tau
President: SALGA
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Overview:
by the CEO of SALGA
Xolile George
The process of developing SALGA’s strategic plan is intense and inclusive to ensure an all-encompassing product for
the sector. According to the SALGA constitutional and governance construct, members set the agenda in considering
the key challenges and SALGA’s response to them. To give effect to this, a SALGA draft strategic framework 20172022 was developed based on preliminary research and numerous focus group discussions to broadly reflect on the
context in which the country and sector finds itself.The framework was submitted for consultation and engagement by
provincial conferences, and ultimately consideration by the national conference.The latter adopted the strategic agenda
for 2017-2022 in December 2016.
As SALGA’s President has already made clear in his foreword, SALGA’s strategy for 2017-2022 is intentionally rooted
in the global, continental and national policies that guide and shape our efforts at local government level.The strategy is
a clear roadmap to the realisation of sustainable local government and to closing the gap between current reality and
the sustainability to which we strive.
The strategy is premised on the fact that local government is the sector of government that is closest to people and
must therefore be empowered, resourced, and capacitated to assume its critical role of delivering quality services to
people. It aims to achieve social justice and cohesion through the integrated management of space, economies and
people through:
• Good governance and resilient institutions;
• Financial sustainability; and
• Universal access to good quality services.
Out of these have been developed our three strategic goals for the period 2017-2022:
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Goal 1:
Sustainable, inclusive economic growth and spatial transformation;
Goal 2:
Good governance and resilient municipal institutions; and
Goal 3:
Financial sustainability of local government and greater fiscal equity.
A number of enabling priorities have been identified to assist SALGA to achieve these strategic goals. They are:
• ICT – ensuring that local government is benefitting from technological developments to provide better and more
efficient services;
• Data intelligence – providing indicators and data to enable empirical based planning, governance and overall
decision making;
• Innovation – Exploring new and better ways of delivering services;
• Research and knowledge management – by examining best practices from around the world, local government
can draw on global expertise to inform its own local practices;
• Capacity building via the SALGA Centre for Leadership and Governance (SCLG) – transforming municipal
administrations into learning organisations that solve problems, experiment with new approaches, and learn from
past experiences and others;
• IGR Advocacy and structured engagement– ensuring that local government is fully represented at various levels,
including the National Council of Provinces, various parliamentary committees and intergovernmental relations
fora;
• Strategic partnerships – identifying organisations and programmes that will assist SALGA and local government to
achieve shared developmental goals; and
• Strategic profiling – serving as a platform for conversations about local government and educational initiatives.
As we move into the new era we look forward to working with the members of a new national executive and new
provincial executive committees, following their election at the national conference at the end of 2016. We are also
excited at the diversity of people and resources that are represented in the recently-elected councils across our
country.
SALGA welcomes you all to the responsibilities and duties that your election brings, and pledges its wholehearted
support in helping you to achieve your goals. As expressed in our vision, we exist to build a better South Africa by
collaborating with other spheres of government, key partners and stakeholders.
It is our pleasure to walk this journey with you!

Xolile George
CEO SALGA
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Official sign-off
It is hereby certified that this Strategic Plan:
Was developed by the management of the South African Local Government Association under the guidance
of National Executive Committee.Takes into account all the relevant policies, legislation and other mandates
for which SALGA is responsible. Accurately reflects the strategic outcome oriented goals and objectives
which SALGA will endeavor to achieve over the period 2017 – 2022.

S Nkhahle
Executive Manager responsible for Planning

Signature: _____________________

N Mqoqi
Chief Financial Officer

Signature: _____________________

X George
Accounting Officer

Signature: _____________________

Approved by National Executive Committee:
P Tau
President of SALGA (Accounting Authority)

Signature: _____________________
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1. Introduction and Background
The 4th democratic local government elections have come and gone and with it ushered in a new term of 4th
democratic local government in South Africa. This election on the 3rd August 2016 so a high voter turnout of 73%
as compared to the 57% realised in 2011. Of course, this transition applies to SALGA in that the term of office for
the SALGA National Executive Committee and Provincial Executive Committees came to an end at the National
Conference and Provincial Conferences, respectively, where new leadership was elected for the next five years.
This transition requires SALGA to also develop a new five year strategy for the period 2017 to 2022 to be implemented
from 1 April 2017.
The SALGA Strategic Plan 2017-2022 aims to strengthen SALGA’s role as the protector to enforce the rights of
the local Government sector as well as to constructively disrupt where the existing overall system compromises the
ability of local government to deliver on its mandate. This strategic plan asserts the notion that local government is the
sector that is closest to the people and therefore, must be empowered, resourced and capacitated to assume its critical
role of delivering quality services to the people.
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, entrenched local government as a fully-fledged wall-towall sphere of government in a system of cooperative governance in which the three spheres are distinctive, yet
interrelated and interdependent.This is against the background that the most pervasive challenges facing our country as
a developmental state is the need to redress poverty, inequality, underdevelopment and the marginalisation of people
and communities, amongst others.
The constitutional architecture recognises that these challenges can only be addressed through a concerted effort by
government in all spheres working together and integrating their actions in the provision of services and development
of the country’s space. Ultimately, the three spheres must provide effective, transparent, accountable and coherent
government for the Republic as a whole.
Section 163 of the South African Constitution (1996) calls for organised local government (OLG) to represent
municipalities in the intergovernmental and cooperative governance system, by making provision for OLG to participate
in the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) in section 67 and the IGR system more generally (section 154) and
mandated legislation to set out the processes and procedures for doing so.
Shortly after the country’s constitution was adopted, municipalities formally established SALGA as a voluntary
association at its inaugural congress from 21 – 24 November 1996. Members then mandated the organisation to:
• Represent, promote and protect the interests of local government in the cooperative governance and
intergovernmental relations (IGR) system;
• Assist in the transformation of local government, particularly in establishing the structures, systems, policies and
procedures for effective, accountable and people centered local government;
- Assist the sector to entrench a developmental culture, focused not only on service delivery but on
transformation of spaces and places,
- Knowledge sharing, peer learning and innovation in the quest to do things ‘differently’.
The legislation that the Constitution mandated in section 163 was the Organised Local Government Act, which was
enacted in 1997. This made provision for the recognition of a national association and provincial associations, and
established the procedures by which OLG may nominate representatives to the NCOP, Financial and Fiscal Commission
(FFC) and consult with the national and provincial spheres of government. Of course, the intergovernmental system
has since evolved to specifically include OLG in the key formal structures of the intergovernmental system as outlined
in the IGR Framework Act of 2005.
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The formal recognition of SALGA as the national association as required by the OLG Act was effected by ministerial
gazette in 1998. It is important to note that SALGA was not established by the ministerial recognition as it is often
implied, but merely recognised by it, as members from acroos the country had already established the organisation in
1996.

2. Vision, Mission and Values
Vision

Mission

Values

To be an association
of municipalities that is
at the cutting-edge of
quality and sustainable
services

To be consultative, informed,
mandated, credible and
accountable to our
membership and to provide
value for money

Responsive
Innovative
Dynamic
Excellence

Drawing from the founding principles that established SALGA in 1996, the following values and operating principles
characterise our offering:

Values
Responsive
Innovative
Dynamic
Excellence

Operating Principles
Being reactive, quick and flexible in responding to our members and improve turnaround times
Exploring new ways of doing things and provide fresh and
unconventional services to our members
To be flexible and adapt to change in order to service our
members effectively and efficiently
To serve our members with pride and excellence

3. LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER MANDATES
SALGA derives its mandates from a variety of different pieces of legislation as highlighted below.
In pursuit of delivering on its mandates, the organization has located its activities within the context of major global and
national development commitments
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3.1. Legislative Mandates
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996)
The Constitution entrenched local government as a fully-fledged wall-to-wall sphere of government in a system of
cooperative governance in which the three spheres are distinct, yet interrelated and interdependent. Section 163 (a)
and (b) of the Constitution called for the establishment of organised local government by national legislation in order
to represent municipalities in the intergovernmental and cooperative governance system; to also representatively
participate in the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) and to participate on matters relating to section 221 (1)(c)
of the Constitution.
Alongside the Constitution, a number of different pieces of legislation have subsequently set out obligations which
organised local government must fulfil. Key among these are:
Organised Local Government Act (1997)
The Act made provision for the recognition of a national association and provincial associations, and established the
procedures by which OLG may nominate representatives to the NCOP, Financial and Fiscal Commission (FFC) and
consult with the national and provincial spheres of government. The intergovernmental system has since evolved
to specifically include organised local government in the key formal structures of the intergovernmental system as
outlined in the Inter-governmental Relations Framework Act of 2005.
Municipal Systems Act (2000)
For the purposes of effective cooperative government, OLG must:
• Develop common approaches for LG as a distinct sphere of government;
• Enhance co-operation, mutual assistance and sharing of resources among municipalities;
• Find solutions for problems relating to local government generally; and
• Facilitate co-operative government and IGR.
• Several other consultative requirements imposed.
Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act (1997)
• One of the critical tools in intergovernmental planning and co-ordination is the public sector budget cycle; and
• Local government’s inputs are received through the participation of SALGA in the Local Government Budget
Forum.
Financial and Fiscal Commission Act (1997)
• Allowing for the nomination of two members to serve on the Commission.
Water Services Act (1997)
• Water Service Authority (WSA) submission of its development plan to OLG;
• Representation of WSAs on a water board must be determined by the Minister after consultation with OLG in
the province concerned; and
• Consultation regarding promulgation of regulations.
Municipal Structures Act (1998)
• Demarcation processes (sections 4, 12 and 16); and
• Makes specific provision that OLG must be consulted.
Municipal Demarcation Act (1998)
• Focuses mainly on the appointment procedure, OLG must designate one member to the selection panel for the
appointment of Board members.
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Municipal Property Rates Act (2004)
• General consultation requirements imposed throughout the Act.
Inter-governmental Relations Framework Act (2005)
• Makes specific provision for representation of OLG on all national and provincial IGR structures;
• Although not provided for, in 2005, Cabinet Makgotla was extended to include SALGA representatives; and
• Consultation requirements set out.
Municipal Fiscal Powers and Functions Act (2007)
• Consultation with OLG is required in the authorisation of municipal taxes.
Municipal Finance Management Act (2003)
• Bulk price increases – comment required from OLG; and
• Notifications to OLG for financial problems in municipalities.
Several other pieces of legislation where SALGA is expected to play a role in relation to its remit include, and are not
limited to:
• National Health Act (National Health Council);
• Disaster Management Act;
• Road Traffic Management Corporation Act;

3.2. Policy and Other Relevant Mandates
Local Government White Paper (1998) on role of Organised Local Government
The White Paper on Local Government addressed a number of key aspects for ensuring and supporting the
transformation of Local Government. It remains a defining policy document that has defined local government as we
know it today. It formed a key foundation for local government legislation that has since been developed in the late
1990s and beyond.
Sustainable Development Goals - Vision 2030
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define the development agenda at local level to be essentially about making
municipal spaces more socially inclusive, economically productive, environmentally sustainable and resilient to climate
change and other risks. The role of local government in the electricity distribution industry, including consideration
of renewable energy, reticulation, municipal debt and tariff structures will be critical, as will its role in sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all.
Goal 11 of the SDGs, which relates to making cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable, is
particularly prominent for local government.
Of prominence in the SDGs is the positioning of cities as engines of economic growth. Growing urban inequality has
profound spatial effects. On the one hand, rich people opt out of public system and develop their own parallel systems
such as gated communities, residential estates etc. On the other hand the urban poor are confined to precarious
and environmentally dangerous informal settlements. Urban planning has been ineffective and often, in fact, complicit
in exacerbating these inequalities. Therefore, the success of the global sustainable development agenda, Sustainable
Development Goals 2030 (SDGs) will be determined to a large extent in the world’s cities, which lie at the fulcrum of
employment creation, poverty eradication, inclusive economic growth and environmental sustainability.The stark reality
is that none of the major development challenges being debated under the post 2015 development agenda can be
resolved without the active and leadership role of cities. The purpose of “Habitat III”, the major global summit, formally
known as the United Nations Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development, held in Quito, Ecuador, on
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17-20 October 2016, was intended to reinvigorate the global political commitment to the sustainable development of
towns, cities and other human settlements, both rural and urban. The product of that reinvigoration, along with pledges
and new obligations, referred to as the New Urban Agenda, will set a new global strategy around urbanisation for the
next two decades.
Paris accord on climate change
The Paris Agreement (French: L’accord de Paris) is an agreement within the framework of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) dealing with greenhouse gases emissions mitigation, adaptation
and finance starting in the year 2020. The agreement calls for zero net anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions to
be reached during the second half of the 21st century. In the adopted version of the Paris Agreement, the parties will
also “pursue efforts to” limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C. The 1.5 °C goal will require zero emissions sometime
between 2030 and 2050, according to some scientists. Governments committed to replacing fossil fuels almost entirely
by clean energy in the second half of this century.
African Agenda 2063 – ‘The Africa We Want’
“Agenda 2063 – The Africa We Want - is our collective action plan which builds on lessons from our past whilst taking
advantage of opportunities available in the short, medium and long term so as to ensure positive socio economic transformation
within the next 50 years. Through the Agenda 2063 aspirations, which were gathered from millions of Africans from all
sectors, we can transform our cities. In transforming our cities we must pay particular attention to the skills revolution. The
challenges facing our cities and urban areas require that we pay greater attention to Africa’s greatest resource - its people.
Our population is growing and is the most youthful population in the world. Over a quarter of the world’s pupulation that is
under 25 years old reside on our continent. This is a great advantage, if properly managed.”
- AU Commission Chair, Dr Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma
Over the past two decades, African states redoubled their commitment to development through NEPAD regional
programmes on agriculture, infrastructure and knowledge creation. The experience from these programmes, together
with the global commitments to sustainable development through SDGs have informed Africa’s Vision 2063, as adopted
by the African Union. At the core of Africa’s Vision 2063 is a desire for and actions to achieve structural transformation.
A key shift since 1996, is Africa’s drive for structural transformation. As defined by the African Development Bank and
the United Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), key elements of Africa’s structural transformation should be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reallocation of resources from less productive to more productive sectors and activities;
an increase in the relative contribution of manufacturing to GDP;
a declining share of agricultural employment to total employment;
a shift in economic activity from rural to urban areas;
the rise of a modern industrial and service economy;
a demographic transition from high rates of births and deaths that are common in underdeveloped and rural areas
to low rates of births and deaths often associated with better health standards in developed and urban areas; and
a rise in urbanization. It is associated with a fundamental change in the structure of the economy and its drivers
of growth and development.

There must essentially be a fundamental change in the structure of the economy and its drivers of growth and
development.
The Africa Agenda 2063 outlines, even in economic terms, a quest for structural transformation that repositions
African cities from economic enclaves dependent on and serving global interests to national and regional cores that
drive integration and agro-based industrialisation to enhance food security, expand jobs, cultural re-orientation and
rejuvenation. It recognises the importance of innovation, appropriate technologies and the need for partnerships that
should be promoted not only between government and the large private sector, actors but critically with small and
medium enterprises and civil society to address challenges of informal settlements.
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National Development Plan (NDP), Vision 2030
The NDP, sets out a comprehensive plan to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030. It seeks to draw
on the energy of its people, drive an inclusive economy and build key capabilities including the necessary skills and
infrastructure. A key element essential for the success of all NDP objectives requires building the capacity of the state,
and promoting leadership and partnerships throughout society. The following aspects of the NDP have a significant
bearing on local government and SALGA:
On economy and employment we need to consider the following:
• Lowering the cost of living and improving the business environment;
• Focusing on sectors with strong domestic linkages;
• Better coordination within government; and
• Some reforms to improve the functioning of the labour market to reduce tension and ease access for young
people.
We need a capable and developmental state that acts to resolve historical inequities through delivering
better public services and facilitating investment, including improvement in administrative – political interface, long
term skills planning, strengthening accountability and improved coordination for implementation (with emphasis on
accountability at all levels)
In order to address spatial settlement patterns, at least the following areas should be addressed:
• Planning adequately for urbanisation;
• Finding an institutional location for spatial planning;
• Resolving fragmentation in public planning;
• Densifying cities which will require specially efficient buildings;
• Attracting investment into townships; and
• Finding different solutions to rural local government capacity.
On developing an enabling economic infrastructure we need to consider:
• Increasing infrastructure investment;
• Raising public infrastructure spending to 10% of GDP;
• Accentuating energy and water security, Freight logistics, Public transport, Support to the mining value chain, Urban
reticulation systems, and ICT and broadband; and
• Setting out principles on financing, cushioning the poor, implement lessons on sequencing and prioritisation and
address institutional and regulatory matters.
In order for rural economies to sustain we need to:
• Focus on improving small scale and commercial agriculture;
• Identify high potential agricultural land in former homeland areas that needs to be developed;
• Build links between small farmers and food consumers; and
• Fast-track land reform.
Environmental sustainability and resilience is critical. Therefore, there is a need to:
• Ensure the development of plans that cover all natural resources;
• Introduce an economy-wide price on carbon;
• Provide support for renewables, but need appropriate institutional arrangements; and
• Transition to a more energy efficient and lower carbon economy at a pace that makes sense for us.
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The NDP further identifies community safety, anti-corruption, social protection, health and wellness, as well as global
and especially regional economic integration as vital for long term development, social cohesion and nation building.
Finally, it outlines critical success factors if the 14 outcomes are to be realised:
• Focused leadership over a long period of time;
• Institutional reforms;
• Mobilisation of resources and agreeing on trade-offs; and
• Clarity on responsibility in each area.
Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF) – as approved by Cabinet in April 2016
The IUDF’s overall outcome is to effect spatial transformation: reversing the inefficient spatial patterns in a way that
promotes both social and economic development while protecting the environment. The IUDF proposes an urban
growth model of compact, connected and coordinated cities and towns, which targets Coordinated Investments in
People and Places. Land, transport, housing, and jobs are key structuring elements critical for the attainment of the
outcome. The overall objective is to create efficient urban spaces by:
• Reducing travel costs and distances;
• Aligning land use, transport planning and housing;
• Preventing development of housing in marginal areas;
• Increasing urban densities and reducing sprawl;
• Shift jobs and investment towards dense peripheral townships; and
• Improve public transport and the coordination between transport modes.
The IUDF is premised on the understanding that integrated urban planning and management forms the basis for
achieving integrated urban development, which follows a specific sequence of urban policy actions: integrated transport
that informs targeted investments into integrated human settlements, underpinned by integrated infrastructure
network systems and efficient land governance, which all together can trigger economic diversification and inclusion,
and empowered communities, which in turn demand effective governance and (9) financial reform to enable and
sustain all of the above.
Therefore, the following priority actions for the next 18 months (i.e. up to the end of the first year of the new strategic
plan) were approved by Cabinet:
• Identify and implement strategic interventions in the identified intermediary, medium and small towns to strengthen
planning, governance and economic development in line with the Back to Basics Programme and existing strategic
government programmes;
• Develop spatial contracts for key restructuring zones in metropolitan municipalities and intermediate cities;
• Develop and implement a model(s) to improve integrated planning in secondary cities to promote spatial
integration and economic development;
• Finalise a model/framework/protocols to fast-track release and acquisition of state-owned land key for spatial
transformation;
• Develop and implement a framework to improve alignment and coordination between various SIPs and other
strategic initiatives impacting on urban spaces; and
• Upscale the implementation of red tape reduction in priority municipalities.
Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) 2014-2019 - Back to Basics Programme for
Local Government
The 2014-19 MTSF sets out the first phase of government’s action plan to implement the NDP, with the back to basics
programme (B2B) representing the local government action plan for the medium term. The B2B programme sets out
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five key pillars upon which local government performance will be based:
• Putting people first and engaging communities;
• Delivering basic services;
• Good governance;
• Sound financial management and accounting; and
• Building capacity and resilient institutions.
Effectively, the B2B programme is given effect through the 10-point plan outlined in the 2015-16 financial year.

4. South African Local Government Association Mandate
In terms of the above mandates, SALGA thus has a clear strategic role to play in, one hand, representing the interests of
local government within the system of government as a whole and supporting its members to fulfill their developmental
obligations, on the other. As a full partner in government, SALGA is expected to be an active participant in the
intergovernmental relations (IGR) system, to provide common policy positions on numerous issues and to voice local
government interests, as well as provide solutions to the challenges facing local government more generally. This can
be summarised as follows:

SALGA MANDATE
Transform local government to enable it to fulfil its developmental mandate.

Lobby,
Advocate &
Represent

Lobby,
advocate,
protect and
represent the
interest of local
government
at relevant
structures and
platforms.

Employer
Body

Act as an
employer body
representing
all municipal
members and,
by agreement,
associate
members.

Capacity
Building

Support &
Advice

Build the
capacity of the
municipality as
an institution
as well as
leadership
and technical
capacity
of both
Councillors and
Officials.

Support and
advise our
members on
a range of
issues to assist
effective
execution of
their mandate.
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Serve as the
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and the
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hub and
centre of local
government
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5. Situational Analysis
Planning does not exist in a vacuum. SALGA as an organisation should continuously monitor internal and external
events and trends that positively or adversely affect its mandated area of operation so that timely changes can be made
as needed. The rate and magnitude of changes that currently affect the organisation are increasing as evidenced in the
recent local government elections, the unstable global economic environment whose impact reverberates through to
local level, and other factors.
SALGA and its associates must be adept at adapting to new development or they will not survive. Hence the
critical need to draw plans from a thorough analysis of the information that characterises the external and internal
environments where SALGA operates.

5.1. External Environment
The planning and implementation of programmes led by provincial and national government continues to be
fragmented, disjointed and uncoordinated. Sector departments still implement their programmes outside the
Integrated Development Plan imperatives. This presents itself as a major external environmental challenge for SALGA.
In order to obtain reasonable comprehension of what constitutes this external environment and to guide planning
information, a combination of key factors that shape the macro environment relates to the political, economic, sociocultural, technological, and environmental/geographical factors (PESTLEG).
Political factors relate to the extent to which government stability or instability and related factors may affect the
immediate, medium-term and long-term plans of SALGA and associated entities.
South Africa is currently a politically stable country and does not anticipate an aggressive upheaval of government. Its
democratic political system allows for local and national elections to be contested in a multi-party inclusive manner.
Accordingly, the local government elections, held on 3 August 2016, ushered in a new reality in the country’s local
government landscape.The departure from the traditional one-party domination in this arena towards a more inclusive
representation of more political parties, the increase in hung municipalities and the emergence of independent candidacy
in municipalities demonstrated an element of either maturity of the South African democracy, political tolerance or the
vocalisation of the people’s rights to vote.
The role that is played by politics at municipal level has demonstrably at least impacted the following:
•
•
•

Development and implementation of a succession planning and retention strategy to bring about stability and
business continuity in a municipality as some officials succumb to political pressure, resulting in the instability,
erosion of expertise, loss of institutional knowledge and business discontinuity;
Long-term planning, as immediate political interventions (electorate promises) or high expectations compete with
long-term transformation programmes;
Service delivery through political interference on the administrative and executive leg in the municipalities;

The diversity of political players within the local government environment requires SALGA to reaffirm its stance
as a non-partisan organization that serves all members regardless of which political party leads any of its municipal
members.
There are changes in the trade union landscape resulting from new unions being formed or more unions being active in
the bargaining processes. In the near future, this may positively or adversely impact collective bargaining and related
SALGA initiatives.
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Economic factors that currently affect the country may have substantial long-term effects and immediately impact the
communities and entities that SALGA engages as recipients of its services. There are several indicators that denote the
performance or the “health” of the country’s economy. At least the following are traceable in the SALGA environment:
Economic growth; Demand and supply drivers; Tariffs/prices; Business/Job growth or unemployment; Inflation and
interest rates, exchange rates, and production rates; Poverty and inequality.
Prime among these is economic growth as the fiscal envelope continues to shrink against constant population growth.
Alongside those municipalities that boast a relatively sound financial base, some municipalities are a going concern
while other municipalities, particularly in rural environments where local economic development is a mirage (due to
historical, infrastructure or administrative challenges ), resort to grants as a financial sustenance mechanism.
Although all municipalities have an obligation to contribute membership fees to SALGA, there is a reasonable number
of those that cannot afford this requirement, and this has financial implications on the sustenance of the organisation.
A comprehensive funding model to address the emergent financial risk is imperative to ensure an effective and
sustainable financial approach to resource and advance service delivery.
Rates and taxes continue to increase against the backdrop of declining household income in some of the serviced
communities. This overreliance on these poor communities results in growing consumer indebtedness and inability to
pay for services leading to a consequent decline in revenue generation for municipalities. Furthermore, the general
economic decline, fiscal constraints and large scale closure of business in many towns, emerging from the deceleration
in the mining, manufacturing and agricultural sector output is another contributor to the decline in the revenue base.
Accordingly, there is a need to implement a differentiated approach and advance reforms to the intergovernmental
fiscal and grant system to incentivise and enable better management of the urban system, rural/regional economies and
targeted infrastructure funding to boost economic growth and competitiveness.
The current reality that ensues from the above is the ballooning outstanding debt from government, business and
residents, resulting in over R120 billion debt owed to municipalities (gross debtors, interest growth). These amounts
include debts older than 90 days, in which only about R26 billion is realistically collectable amount.
The global economy is highly concentrated in urban areas. However, in SA, as the case is with most sub-Saharan
countries, many of those working in cities are informal settlement dwellers or detached commuters and /or operating
as small informal traders. Therefore, potential tax bases of urban governments remain relatively small, creating fiscal
imbalance to address the vast service delivery and economic infrastructure needs.
There is non-availability of natural resources and infrastructure in some municipalities that would serve as a launch
pad for local economic development programmes.The inverse of this is that some municipalities are not doing enough
to leverage on the unique natural assets within their respective areas of jurisdiction. There is also underutilisation of
infrastructure in mining towns, agricultural or farming communities that would be a potential revenue generation
opportunity towards vibrant local economies if adequately explored. Coupled with this reality, re-industrialisation is
inadequately addressed and not integrated to advance local economies.
Furthermore, there are inadequate sector-based cutting-edge research programmes aimed at unlocking potential
zones for advancing Local Economic Development (LED) programmes and to also provide an inclusive platform for all
role players to ensure maximum participation.
Socio-cultural factors Cultural trends, demographics, population dynamics, and other variables exist across the
board and must be addressed. The principal challenges such as poverty, joblessness and the need for basic services
still persist and manifest themselves in different ways in communities. Demographically, children and women constitute
the bigger proportion of those affected by these social imbalances.
Many South Africans still live on the periphery of the main centres of opportunity, spend the majority of their salaries
on transport to access work, and are generally marginalised in the mainstream economy.
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Mergers that result from the demarcation processes do not necessarily improve performance in merged municipalities.
Instead, the less resourced or poorly performing municipalities affect the resources or performance of the erstwhile
better-resourced or performing municipalities. Furthermore, some communities and traditional leaders (in terms
of their historical/traditional boundaries) are critically affected with dire dynamics and consequences, such as the
instrumentalisation of ethnicity that results in community protests.
On spatial transformation and social cohesion, the local economic reality is still characterised by pervasive (and
increasing) inequality. Some municipalities still service communities that are characterized by an increasing socioeconomic gap, resulting in disparate services being rendered to these diverse communities in the same municipality.
The exponential population growth due to internal migration and influx into the metropolitan areas and cities/towns
continues to affect the existing infrastructure and services in those municipalities with the pull factor.
Technological factors external to SALGA that may affect the operations, local municipalities and the sector
beneficially or adversely depend on the existence and efficacy of the country’s Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) policy framework.
Since 1994, the government has passed laws to regulate and liberate the ICT sector, which has seen a marginal growth
in the sector but significant strides in liberalising the industry and spawning new technology capabilities and staying
abreast of developments and trends. The laws were in the areas of telecoms, broadcast and Information Technology.
As a result, South Africa is endowed with a relatively larger and stable telecom infrastructure, able to service the
growing urban populations and industries. In addition, Cabinet has approved a number of ICT policy papers, blue print
and frameworks to facilitate access to information, technology, electronic services (e-government), as well as protection
of that information from malicious access and usage. A monumental breakthrough is the establishment of the SKA in
the Northern Cape as a strategic platform to advance IT capabilities.
According to a recent 2015 study, cell phone penetration continues to grow with current statistics sitting at 133% and
unique ownership at 89%. Although the number of those who own smartphones is lower compared to developed
countries South Africa has the highest number with over 34% of the cell phones in the market regarded as smart
phones. In 2013 the smartphone ownership was sitting at 22%, which means a 12% improvement within 2 years.
An investment in ICT (5th utility, free WiFi, etc.), data intelligence and innovation as a strategic enabler for efficient
service delivery, economic growth & competitiveness and spatial transformation is key.
Currently, the IT infrastructure and solutions roll-out mainly focuses on the city region communities, while other
communities still lack these. Although a lot has been done to enable the building of massive ICT infrastructure, a lot still
needs to be done to increase access to the infrastructure. One of the major challenges is the high cost of infrastructure
and data, unavailability of infrastructure in rural areas and lack of skills in our communities and the inability by some
municipalities to afford the sourcing and servicing of IT solutions.
While SALGA develops and administers its own policy framework, there are external Legislative, Policy, and Regulatory
factors that are applicable to the sector at large but have a direct or indirect bearing on the business environment of
the organisation.
Although the sector is overregulated, the legislative framework of the organisation is generally solid as there are no
major challenges or substantial litigations experienced against SALGA.
There is a deemed duplication of powers and functions experienced at implementation level among various organs of
state, which continues to affect the sector.This distresses the aspired process of integrated planning and implementation
among role-players operating in the local government space.
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Associated with the above is the need to conduct a periodic review of powers and functions across the sector
to respond to the changing regulatory environment and implementation contextual dynamics. For example, those
functions (and associated mandates or delegations), which have the most immediate developmental impact on citizens,
may be reviewed to be a legal responsibility of local government. Part of the review process could include sourcing
additional mandates to allow the organisation to enforce certain obligations from members in order to improve
performance could be considered.
The newly established Legislation Review Committee in Parliament is a beneficial platform for tabling identified policy
and legislation review areas affecting the sector. This requires an establishment of multi-functional local platforms to
feed into this process, based on practical local implementation feedback.
Currently, there are no legal provisions for extending Section 106 and Section 71 reports to SALGA. This data could
be utilized to inform intelligent planning and support interventions of the organisation.
SALGA has a role to play in the implementation of co-operative government functions, as captured in Chapter 2 (3)
(a)-(d) of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 2000, Act no 32 of 2000:
a) develop common approaches for local government as a distinct sphere of government;
b) enhance co-operation, mutual assistance and sharing of resources among municipalities;
c) find solutions for problems relating to local government generally; and
d) facilitate compliance with principles of co-operative governance and intergovernmental relations.
This is implemented alongside other role-players in the sector through an integrated approach, the success of which
depends on clear mandates and a sound coordination system, in the form of the IGR system, which is currently
functioning inadequately.
The misalignment of financial years between the spheres of government presents challenges on the planning, budget
implementation and accountability of government. A review of applicable sections in the Public Finance Management
Act, the Municipal Finance Management Act and associated legislation and regulatory framework is critical to ensure
seamless processes.
Environmental/Geographical factors relate to circumstances associated with physical location, which affects
municipalities and communities. They also address the impact of localized conditions on political, economic and social
aspects of a society. This aspect of the PESTLEG is crucial for SALGA and local municipalities, particularly for landing
regional economies around tourism, farming, agriculture, etc.
Spatial planning, as a core element for sustainable development, is mainly intended to:
a) Spatially redress inequalities by moving services and economic activities closer to the communities or communities
closer to services and economic opportunities;
b) Make better use of infrastructure through densification and integration of all communities.
There has been a number of fundamental changes in spatial planning and land use management as spatial development
has slowly improved for the better, mainly in urban areas. However, the actual spatial transformation is still outstanding
as the inherent past apartheid policies and infrastructure design still maintain, thus locking out most communities from
cities, towns and developed areas. I Industry, economic opportunities and services are not strategically positioned close
to where benefiting communities are.
Municipalities are not always empowered to guide land development initiatives due to existing historical private land
ownership dynamics. The introduction of SPLUMA has presented local government with an opportunity to advance
spatial transformation and development in both rural and urban environments.
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Government at national level needs to determine policy on how land should be managed in order to resolve the
current impediments and assist municipalities to unlock land for development and to realise spatial transformation.
With regard to environmental issues,
• Climate change resulting in drought, heat waves and shortages of water supply has adversely affected some
municipalities. Although it has not been fully mitigated, community awareness and integrated management is
improving;
• Water pollution continues to impact on healthy communities;
• Waste and recycling are not effectively managed;
• Softer issues such as renewable energy are not mainstreamed in the agenda and budgets of municipalities.

5.2. Organisational (Internal) Environment
Organizational structures, policy choices, resources deployment, internal constraints, and service-delivery practices or
models have an influence on public program performance. Therefore, an analysis, understanding and address of the
current regional and national state of affairs in the organizational (internal) environment (systems, people, organizational
design, resources, internal technology capability – SPORT) is critical in order to provide assurance to SALGA and its
stakeholders that the operational priorities and strategic objective outcome goals espoused in the 2017-22 Strategic
Plan will be realised.
Systems, processes and procedures
The first step in developing a holistic view of SALGA’s organizational system is to define the higher-level system (sector
in this instance) in which it exists or operates, including and its role or purpose in that higher-level system by responding
to questions such as:
• Where does SALGA fit in the scheme of things?
• What kind of role does it play?
• What value does it bring to the purpose of the higher-level system?
In terms of the above, SALGA
• Is clear about its mandate, roles and functions in the sector and across government;
• Is, however, deemed to be duplicating what COGTA and municipalities can or are doing;
• Needs to redefine its offerings to be outcomes and impact driven as this will enhance its value to its clients and
to the sector at large;
• Also needs to conduct self-introspection, unlearn and re-educate officials on what SALGA is and why it exists in
order not to deviate from the mandate.
SALGA innovation and thought leadership should be grounded on policy for ease of implementation and foster
accountability across the board. For example, the diversification approach continues to be the preferred model for
planning, financing, implementation of intervention programmes, etc. Currently, there is no platform or policy created
to ensure its implementation because the current one-size-fits-all approach has proven to be an inadequate model for
servicing municipalities.
In relation to performance in the IGR structures, SALGA needs to ensure an enhanced performance beyond just forum
attendance. Likewise, SALGA should play a key intermediary role to reduce the disjuncture between the province and
local government under the current state of affairs in order to entrench IDPs and to advance the transformation agenda.
Furthermore, SALGA engages more with departments in the cluster and associated entities, instead of broadening
its scope as it requires more partners in implementing its mandate, hence the need for structured identification and
utilisation of strategic partnerships to advance SALGA capabilities across the board.
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Knowledge management and information sharing to the benefit of key role-players (national office, provincial offices
and municipal level) is not adequate. The creation of the Knowledge Hub and other platforms for coordination and
engagement among municipalities (such as the Municipal Managers Forum) is plausible and should be enhanced to
cater for learning networks and benchmarking across municipalities, locally and internationally.
People (Human Resource) Management
The nature and function of SALGA as a thought leader compels the organisation to rely on an intelligent procurement
of its human resource element. The proportionate representation of its human resource establishment, in terms of
operational staff geared to deliver on SALGA’s mandates on the one hand and support staff on the other hand, should
be carefully balanced .
Currently, the organisation is represented at national and provincial levels, while the consumers of its service are at
local level of government. Accordingly, SALGA has structured its human resource, particularly the specialised services,
at national and provincial offices, with no structured footprints at the coalface. Furthermore, the need to secure
more specialists at provincial offices remains a priority as some requisite expertise still remains at national level.
Resourcing (people) of units at SALGA provincial levels is currently a blanket approach although provincial dynamics
and magnitude of work differ.
More human resources are required to service the municipalities on a hands-on basis. Currently, SALGA services
municipalities remotely due to lack of localised human resources in expert areas, such as legal advisors.
Associated with the above is the need for the organisation to assist municipalities to recruit quality and competent
personnel into their administration, as this will ensure innovation and sustainability of intervention programmes and to
also reduce demand pressure on national and provincial SALGA staff. Additionally, in order to reduce the duplication
(finances and products) of outsourcing the same expert services by more municipalities within the same proximity in
relation to expertise that is external to SALGA’s mandate or area of expertise, there is a need to develop a policy on
how these services are sourced and utilized using a pooled resources approach.
Organisational design, structure and functional areas
SALGA has opted to organize its business based on the different functions that are associated with its mandate and
those supporting the implementation of its mandate. These are designed in a hierarchical structure, with eight distinct
directorates, managers and staff members. The work coordination is centrally located with the Chief Executive Officer
at the helm, supported by nine Provincial Executive Officers managing over similar provincial hierarchical structures.
As it currently stands, the organisation provides most of its services from the national office, with limited functions
devolved to provincial level. There is also a non-integrated approach to implementation of the strategy.
Resource (physical and financial) Management
Overall, the current SALGA resources prove inadequate to address or realize organisational outcomes.
Resourcing (physical and financial) of provincial SALGA units is currently standardized regardless of the differing
provincial dynamics and magnitude of work.
With regard to municipalities, a differentiated fiscal framework, including consideration of MFMA differentiated
application for cities; districts/regional economies; and smaller B3 and B4 municipalities require proper lobbying based
on a sound policy. This would include promoting an incentivised fiscal system based on performance, which increases
conditionality and ring fencing in non or poor performing municipalities, while increasing discretion and space afforded
to high performing and good governance municipalities.
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Technology (internal to SALGA) Management
Technology is a critical and fundamental strategic enabler, which provides the opportunity to transform an organisation
and ensure that service is delivered efficiently and effectively. The 4th Industrial Revolution – digitalisation is what this
generation understands as normal:
• Data and data usage arising from data driven technology changes who and how we govern, coupled with changes
in energy production, sewage management, communication, urbanization, employment, governance
• The Internet of Things (IoT) is expanding rapidly and relentlessly
• Vehicles, machines, street lights, wearables & host of other devices are being embedded with software, sensors,
and connectivity at breakneck pace
The implications and opportunities this presents for locally connected governance:
• For municipalities, it could mean looking at efficient land use and transport systems, alternative ways to provide
essential services – water, electricity, sewage and governing with fewer and declining resources.
• Harnessing the potential provided by technology and digitalisation will enable us to:
a. Govern internally – using technology to improve efficiency whilst reducing labour and management costs
b. Govern externally – to engage with our citizens in real time and in ways that make sense to them
c. Provide services through new ways of planning providing and managing social and economic infrastructure
d. Manage debt and local revenue generation
e. Enhance strategic or SMART governance, i.e. capable administration, sound financial practice, good governance,
integrated municipal management, indicators, and IGR framework implementation
f. Integrate Social and Economic Development – putting people first, service delivery, responsive government,
spatial economic informants
g. Ensure Spatial Transformation – Strategic SDFs, performance based LUMS, policy-based decision-making
In light of the opportunities and strengths of the sector and the ICT industry, SALGA and the municipalities can take
advantage of emerging technology to improve the local government sphere of government and the value derived.
Furthermore, there is a need to integrate all existing organisational internal systems (HR, Finance, etc.); in line with the
organisational strategy and the ICT architecture and platforms; to ensure a digitally efficient organisation is prime in
ensuring the reduction of duplicated systems and data management.
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5.3. Description of the Strategic Planning Approach and
Process
In 2010, the National Treasury published a “Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans” which
attempts to “align strategic and annual performance planning with emphasis on the outcomes oriented monitoring
and evaluation approach.” It has been prepared to give effect to existing policy and legal requirements such as the
Constitution, PFMA, MFMA and the Government-wide Monitoring and Evaluation System.The diagram below presents
the key performance information concepts aligned to the outcomes oriented approach.

The development results of achieving
specific outcomes
IMPACTS
What we aim to change?
The medium-term results for specific
beneficiaries that are the consequence
of achieving specific outputs
What we wish to achieve?
The final products, or goods and
services produced for delivery

OUTCOMES

OUTPUTS

What we produce or deliver?
The processes or actions that use a
range of inputs to produce the desired
outputs and ultimately outcomes
What we do?
The resources that contribute to the
production and delivery outputs

Local Government Sector Goals – long
term impact level results

ACTIVITIES

SALGA results that contribute to
sector goals - strategic objectives
and priority programmes

Plan budget,
implement and
monitor (delivery of
mandate)

INPUTS

What we use to do work
Source: Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans, National Treasury: September 2010
SALGA being a Schedule 3A public entity and governed by the PFMA, has therefore, adopted the above model in
developing the 2017 - 2022 Strategic Plan.
The process of developing SALGA’s Strategic Plan, as per approved planning process, is intense and inclusive to ensure
an all-encompassing product for the sector. According to the SALGA constitutional and governance construct, it is
members who set the agenda in considering what the key challenges are and therefore what our response should
be. To give effect to the above, a draft Strategic Framework for the term of office that began of 03 August 2016 was
developed based on research and numerous consultative engagements across the country. This collective reflection
informed the draft framework that was adopted by the SALGA NEC on 13 September 2016, for consultation and
engagement by Provincial Conferences, and ultimately consideration by the National Conference. Following extensive
collective reflection, the SALGA National Conference adopted a new strategic direction.
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The provincial conferences engaged with the draft framework and duly informed the draft strategic vision set out
herein. These conferences took place as follows:
PROVINCE

DATE

Limpopo

20 – 21 September 2016

KwaZulu-Natal

22 – 23 September 2016

Gauteng

29 – 30 September 2016

Mpumalanga
Northern Cape

6 – 7 October 2016
11 – 12 October 2016

North West
Western Cape

13 – 14 October 2016
19 – 21 October 2016

Free State

16 – 17 November 2016

Eastern Cape

27 – 28 October 2016

National Conference

28 November – 1 December 2016

An outline of the SALGA planning process is a journey that can be picturesquely depicted as follows:
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Consultative Roadmap to
Strategy 2017-2022

January –
February 2017

EMT Lekgotla
NEC Approval
Final submission

National Conference
Directorate sessions

November –
December 2016

September –
November 2016

9 x Provincial conferences
Focus Group sessions

September 2015 –
August 2016

MM Forums, NEC and Provincial / National
Roundtables with Stakeholders
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Phase 1 (Sep 2015 – Aug 2016): Situational analysis and consultative sessions with Executive Management Team,
Stakeholders and Municipal Managers Forum to craft the strategic agenda that the sector should consider;
Phase 2 (Sept – Nov 2016): Draft Strategic Framework (to kick start discussion by members in provincial
conferences, who agree and/or propose alternatives or new priorities);
Phase 3 (November 2016): Draft Strategic Framework as the consolidation of all inputs from provincial
conferences for presentation to National Conference and adoption by members, 28 November 2016;
Phase 4 (December - January 2017): Strategic Plan 2017 - 2022, APP and Budget (for presentation to and signoff by new NEC post Conference, in compliance with the legislative deadlines); and
Phase 5 (January – April 2017): Change Management Process to align the governance framework, institutional
arrangements and operating model of SALGA to the strategy adopted.
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6. Strategic outcome oriented goals of the institution
Localisation of the post 2015 development agenda must be grounded in the NDP and IUDF by ensuring that the next
generation of IDPs incorporate the key principles of the various post 2015 development instruments and build on the
foundations laid by the first 15 years and three terms of democratic local government to (among potential others):
•

Transform our spaces through building inclusive and sustainable local economies based on local solutions, particularly
through ensuring that our economic development strategies are focused on maximising our entrepreneurial talent
and supporting small and micro enterprises
– Support Regional Economic Strategies and effective Land Use Management approaches (SPLUMA / SDFs &
zoning applications) to drive economies of scale and social cohesion (mixed use development etc)
– Invest in ICT (5th utility, free WiFi), data intelligence and innovation as a strategic enabler for efficient service
delivery, economic growth and spatial transformation
– Strengthen LG’s role in Community / Public Safety and Policing

•

Expand our infrastructure network and services to support our short, medium and long term housing, energy, water
and sanitation, roads and transport needs; Promote high quality and reliable Service Provision and Infrastructure
Investment (capacity and renewal) to support economic strategies (energy, water, sanitation, 5th utility)

•

Rethinking (through research collaboration) long term financial strategy and differentiated model to finance
sustainable infrastructure
– Unlock revenue generation opportunities in tough economic environment
– Strengthen financial management systems and controls

•

Grow our pockets of excellence and encourage and harness more innovation and practical to building successful
and inclusive economies at local level.
– Building the capability of LG through Knowledge Sharing and Management, Peer Learning & Innovation
(through the SCLG as global learning institute)

•

Build good governance and resilient municipal institutions
– Strengthen oversight and accountability (MPACs and oversight committees) and develop effective, accountable
and transparent leadership practices
– Modernise governance systems and processes through use of digital technology & explore new models of
interface with communities
– Sound and Productive Labour Relations and professionalisation of LG personnel

SALGA’s strategy for the 2017-2022 term should be informed by a clear understanding of the forces that shape places
and also understanding of the challenges and some of the root causes to those.
• Challenges and root causes – surgical understanding of current and medium term realities
• Understanding the forces shaping our spaces and places
• Population growth which will require more services, places additional demand on infrastructure (electricity and
water/ sewer plants), housing and social facilities
• Continuity (building on successes) and Change (new opportunities to alter the status quo)
A vision for Sustainable Local Government (2030) – recalling the spirit of the White Paper
on LG
A clear plan for closing the gap between current reality and the sustainability we desire
• Spatial Transformation, Economic Growth and Sustainability through:
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–
–
–

Good Governance and Resilient Institutions
Financial Sustainability
Universal access to good quality Services

The current strategic plan recalls the spirit of the White Paper on Local Government and re-ignites our commitment
and plan to realise Sustainable Local Government (2030). It is a clear plan for closing the gap between the current
reality and the sustainability we desire, and is focused on Spatial Transformation, Economic Growth and Sustainability.
The strategic outcomes oriented goals and programmes are outlined in the figure and tables below.
Goal1
Sustainable, Inclusive Economic
Growth and Spatial Transformation

Goal2

Goal3

Good Governance & Resilient
Municipal Institutions

Good Governance & Resilient
Municipal Institutions

Vision
“Spatial justice and social cohesion through
integrated management of space, economies
and people”
Strategic Enablers
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICT and Data intelligence
Conducting Research
Capacity Building through the SCLG
SALGA’s Voice in the Policy Arena
Strategic Partnership
Strategic Profiling

GOAL 1: SUSTAINABLE, INCLUSIVE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION
GOAL STATEMENT: The main thrust is to foster integrated and sustainable urban development and management;
regional economic growth inclusive of rural development and bring about social cohesion
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:
1. To implement a sustainable urban development programme
2. To support regional economic strategies and effective Land Use Management approaches as drivers for economies
of scale and social cohesion
3. To promote high quality and reliable service provision and infrastructure investment in support of economic
strategies
4. To strengthen the role of Local Government in Community Development and Social Cohesion
Programme 1: Sustainable Urban Development
LINKAGES
TO GLOBAL
AGENDA

Sustainable Development Goals
The Sustainable Urban Development Programme is linked to at least two of the globally
adopted Sustainable Development Goals.

LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

First is SDG 11 which seeks to “make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable”
Second is SDG 8 which seeks to “promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all”
National Development Plan
The National Development Plan, sets out a comprehensive plan to eliminate poverty and
reduce inequality by 2030, by drawing on the energy of the country’s people, growing
an inclusive economy and building key capabilities including the necessary skills and
infrastructure, building the capacity of the state, and promoting leadership and partnerships
throughout society. Chapter 3 and 4 as well as chapter 8 make particular reference to a
strong and efficient spatial planning system.

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

Integrated Development Framework
The Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF) highlights some typical challenges
that are faced by different spaces, such as, secondary cities being dependent on one or
limited key economic sectors and are therefore vulnerable to economic or policy shocks,
poor municipal management and weak relations between different spheres of government
as well as between government and other stakeholders such business, NGO’s, etc. The
IUDF’s overall outcome therefore, is to effect spatial transformation by reversing the
inefficient spatial patterns in a way that promotes both social and economic development
while protecting the environment.
One of the legacies of apartheid was inefficient urban and spatial form at a macro/national
as well as at the local level. Attempts at dismantling apartheid since 1994 has not yielded
significant spatial changes.
Local government in South Africa has undergone rapid transition and transformation over
the last 20 years, with SALGA having played a major role in this developmental journey.
Fifteen years after formally establishing democratic, wall-to-wall and people centered local
government, we must acknowledge that the local government experience in South Africa
is a complex one and democratising local government to represent and service all people
across all geographic areas across the country has been extremely challenging
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WHAT HAS
An IUDF has been developed by CoGTA in partnership with SALGA and other key
BEEN ACHIEVED stakeholders and has been approved by cabinet
The IUDF builds a common understanding across government and society about how
best to manage urbanisation in order to reap dividends of urbanisation including spatial
transformation, economic development, job creation and improved living conditions for
society.
SALGA has introduced differentiated approach in addressing municipal needs at different
categories of municipalities.
WHAT NEEDS
Development and periodic publication of
indicators to measure spatial
TO BE DONE
transformation
• Conduct a review of the framework for land release to and by municipalities and advocate for 1) developmental approach to land release, & 2) fair price determination
• Drive a decentralisation program promoting the authority of municipalities to direct
investment that facilitates integrated Human Settlement, spatial transformation and
social cohesion;
• Build SPLUMA implementation support to enable Local Government to use Land
Use Management processes as key levers to facilitate investment & growth, integration, inclusivity
• Formalisation of appropriate spatial and layout Planning guidelines to facilitate densification, contain sprawl and minimise infrastructure costs;
• Drive revision of the Planning Professions Act, professional standards and competencies
• Support stimulation of social and economic development through appropriate land
use management and infrastructure choices
Programme 2: Energy Sector Reforms
LINKAGES
TO GLOBAL
AGENDA

Sustainable Development Goal
Energy reforms programme is linked to goal 7 of the Sustainable Development Goals
which calls for access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all”

LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

National Development Plan
The National Development Plan, Our Future Make it Work, sets out a comprehensive
plan to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030, by drawing on the energy of
country’s people, growing an inclusive economy and building key capabilities including
the necessary skills and infrastructure, building the capacity of the state, and promoting
leadership and partnerships throughout society. Chapter 4 on Economic Infrastructure
also talks about increased access to electricity and exploring alternative sources of
energy

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

One of the legacies of apartheid was poor access to various services including electricity. This included unequal access where some parts were well serviced while many were
unserviced. About 9.1 million households received electricity in 1996. The electricity
distribution model was fragmented and inefficient.
WHAT HAS BEEN Over 16.1 million households had been given access to electricity by 2015.
ACHIEVED
A signed MOU between SALGA and ESKOM to collaborate to resolve industry challenges
Engagements with numerous stakeholders (ESKOM, COGTA, NT, DME, NERSA) regarding service authority of municipalities for electricity reticulation as well as escalating
electricity debt.
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WHAT NEEDS TO •
BE DONE
•
•
•
•
•

Political engagements on constitutional authority of municipalities for electricity distribution. Legal proceedings to adjudicate issues should the engagements fail
to yield results.
Eradicate electricity debt owed to Eskom and to municipalities by consumers.
Drive Renewable Energy & Energy Efficiency. This includes
Municipalities investing in small scale embedded energy
Municipalities to generate own energy and/or buy electricity from a range of suppliers
Explore new business models for electricity distribution.

Programme 3: Municipal Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
LINKAGES TO
Municipal Information and Communication Technology is linked to goal 11 of the SusGLOBAL AGENDA tainable Development Goals which calls for cities and human settlements to be made
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.
LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

The National Development Plan, Our Future Make it Work, sets out a comprehensive
plan to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030, by drawing on the energy of
the coutntry’s people, growing an inclusive economy and building key capabilities including the necessary skills and infrastructure, building the capacity of the state, and promoting leadership and partnerships throughout society.

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

ICT penetration to most South African municipalities has been poor. Municipalities did
not mordenise their systems through ICT in order to enhance efficiencies in their delivery.
WHAT HAS BEEN Technological interventions utilising smartphones, mobile networking, cloud computACHIEVED
ing, and GPS, have enabled user-centric application developments in the arena of urban
mobility.
Information and Communication Technologies can be used to help our spaces become
competitive and overcome challenges such as traffic congestion, environmental protection and infrastructure pressures.
WHAT NEEDS TO In order for cities to participate and remain competitive, municipalities need to have a
BE DONE
three-legged broadband agenda, which is:
• To get affordable abundant bandwidth everywhere;
• Get everyone online; and
• Using the platform to better deliver public goods and services.
Rationalization of software in Local Government including:
• Promotion of GIS tools and systems and their benefit to municipalities with
regards to data presentation
• Development of shared services strategy that specifically looks at IT Infrastructure platforms
• Development of a SALGA Smart Cities Development Framework
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Programme 4: Building Sustainable Cities and Communities
LINKAGES TO
The African Union Agenda 2030: Aspiration seeks to ensure that African
GLOBAL AGENDA people have a high standard of living and quality of life, sound health and well being.
Sustainable development goals
• SDG 3 aims to ensure health and well-being for all at all ages by improving reproductive, maternal and child health; ending the epidemics of major communicable diseases; reducing non-communicable and environmental diseases; achieving universal
health coverage; and ensuring access to safe, affordable and effective medicines and
vaccines for all.
• SDG 16 aims to promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels.
AMICAALL Africa goals and the Abidjan Declaration
The UN 90 90 90 principles drives the principle of greater involvement of people
affected by HIV/AIDS (GIPA) in developing responses to the epidemic was endorsed
by 42 National Governments at the 1994 Paris AIDS Summit
LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996), Schedule 4
(Part B), lists Municipal Health Services as the functional area of Local Government.
National Development plan vision 2030 - Chapter 10 Promoting Health
The National Strategic Plan 2012-2017 and the NSP 2017- 2022, speaks more on
the role of municipalities in dealing with the scourge of HIV and AIDS and TB
Framework for Integrated Local Government Response on HIV and AIDS
The Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act 117 of 1998), Section 84 (1) (i), identifies Municipal Health Services as a District Municipality function.

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

•
•
•

SALGA was to develop the generic by-laws on Municipal Health Services
In 2005, AMICAALL South Africa was revived at the SALGA National Members
Assembly in Durban and specific resolutions were adopted and was since not
functional
SALGA to assess developing early warning systems for municipalities in terms of
service delivery issues including protests.

WHAT HAS BEEN In addressing environmental health, MHS Managers forum was established and Annual
ACHIEVED
MHS summits hosted since 2013 to date
To address HIV &AIDS, Country Guidelines and an Integrated Local Government
Framework for Response on HIV and AIDS were developed. The AMICAALL SA Chapter was re-launched with Mayors committing to the cause.
SALGA, GIZ and Civilian Secretariat for Police (CSP) have developed an implementation
plan on safety
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WHAT NEEDS TO •
BE DONE

•

Advocate for the following:
- Increase in Environmental Health human resources in municipalities to
ensure compliance with the WHO norm of 1:10 000 by lobbing for allocation of conditional grants to resource the programme
- A political and systematic approach towards achieving the UN 90 90 90
HIV & AIDS Targets by focusing on a) communities and vulnerable groups
b) municipalities as employers.
Advocate for political accountability and coordination of crime prevention, safety
and security management through review of current policy and legislation in order
to formulate technical responsibilities.

Programme 5: Strengthening Social Cohesion in LG
LINKAGES
TO GLOBAL
AGENDA

LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND
WHAT HAS
BEEN ACHIEVED

•

Sustainable Development Goals – Goal 5: Obligation to put effective
programmes in place to end all forms of discrimination against all women and girls;
to ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making in political, economic and public life
• The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (1995): advanced
gender mainstreaming as a strategy for achieving gender equality.
• The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW); 1979 - ratified by South Africa in 1995: defines
what constitutes discrimination against women and girls and sets out a comprehensive framework for tackling gender inequality, underlining how inequality in one area
of a woman’s life can impact upon another.
• The United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG) Constitution
recognises that; local democracy must be continually updated and revised, ensuring
genuine equality and participation open to all, men and women” with one of the
objectives being to promote gender equality.
• SADC Protocol on Gender and Development: Sets a target of 50%
representation for women in senior/decision-making in public & private sector.
• Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights
on the Rights of Women in Africa (2003): - Article 9 calls for specific/
positive actions to promote women’s participation in political life
The National Development Plan Vision 2030 (NDP), - recognizes that both
legal and non-legal barriers to women’s involvement in Government exists and commits
SA to addressing those barriers.
Employment Equity Act (EEA) of 1998 -provides for the promotion of “equal
opportunity and fair treatment in employment through the elimination of unfair discrimination” as well as the implementation of “affirmative action measures to redress the
disadvantages in employment experienced by designated groups

•
•
•
•

Development of the Gender Policy Framework for LG
Establishment of SALGA Women’s Commission (SWC) and amendment of the
SALGA constitution for the SWC to have its own governance structure
Sports and Recreation Framework
Cemeteries Management Framework
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Advocate for 50/50 equal representation and participation of men and
women especially in decision making processes through:
• change in policy at various levels: party, government (electoral, labor, etc.)
and,
• Change in the public narrative/perceptions on women and leadership
Lobbied for the creation of an enabling environment with adequate resources (access to facilities) and be a catalyst for active municipalities (games towards promoting healthy lifestyle and social cohesion)
Advocate, advice, capacitate and promote partnership to assist municipalities on the
management of open and close spaces which includes cemeteries, libraries, parks,
heritage sites.

GOAL 2: GOOD GOVERNANCE AND RESILIENT MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS
GOAL STATEMENT: Investing in good governance and modernisation of government approaches, strengthening community interface mechanisms, sound labour relations and Professionalisation
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:
To strengthen oversight and accountability for effective, accountable and transparent leadership practices

1)
2)

To modernise governance systems and processes through the use of digital technology and exploration of
new models of interface with communities

3)

To foster sound and productive labour relations

4)

To professionalise Local Government
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Programme 6: Good Municipal Governance
LINKAGES
TO GLOBAL
AGENDA

LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

Sustainable Development Goals
Good municipal governance is linked to at least two Sustainable development goals:
First is SDG 11 which seeks to “Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”. This
seeks to enhance inclusive and sustainable urbanization and capacity for participatory, integrated and sustainable human settlement planning and management in all countries
Second is SDG 16 which seeks to “Building effective, accountable institutions at all levels”.
This relates to substantially reducing corruption and bribery in all their forms; developing
effective, accountable and transparent institutions at all levels; ensure responsive, inclusive,
participatory and representative decision-making at all levels
National Development Plan
Chapter 13 relates to “Building a capable state” through among others:
• Stabilising political administrative interface
• Strengthening delegation, accountability and oversight
• Taking a proactive approach in improving relations between national, provincial and
local government
• Strengthening local government
Chapter 14 relates to “Fighting corruption” through among others:
• Building a resilient ant-corruption system
• Strengthening accountability and responsibility of civil servants
• Creating a transparent, responsive and accountable public service
Back to Basics
The Back to Basics programme highlights “Good Governance” and “Public Participation”
Integrated Urban Development Framework
The IUDF Policy lever 8 relates to “effective urban governance” and highlights:
Ensuring policy coherence and strengthening national, provincial and city co-ordination

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

WHAT
HAS BEEN
ACHIEVED

Improving city leadership and administrative capabilities
Strengthening transparency and accountability
Strengthening communication and use of technology (e-governance)
• Huge number of municipalities with small service delivery areas, which excluded rural
areas
• No executive powers of political leadership
• Local government was a tier of government with no original powers – municipalities
were creatures of statute
• No internal oversight mechanism, with MPACs only having been established in the
previous term of local government
• Low levels of community involvement of the community in municipal affairs
• Fragmented local government legislation
Establishment of Municipal Public Accounts Committees (MPACs) in 100% of municipalities in the previous term
The sector adopted the framework for consequences and accountability as part of the
Local Government Anti-Corruption Campaign in 2013. The AG’s 2014/15 report indicated
that about 60% of municipalities now implement consequence management.
Strengthening the role of SALGA in IGR has been achieved by increased participation in
the National Council of Provinces (NCOP). Nine SALGA NCOP representations were
appointed in March 2014. SALGA participates in various committees of both the NCOP
and National Assembly.
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Strengthen oversight and accountability (MPACs and oversight committees) &
develop effective, accountable and transparent leadership practices;
Strengthen the Accountability and Consequences Framework with the development of a social charter;
Appointment of community ombudsman;
Defend constitutional status and integrity of LG through IGR, lobbying, advocacy
and engaging to a) Protect powers and functions of LG; b)Transform the fiscal regime c)
Transform spatial form;
Participate in all legislatures to advance the interests of LG.

Programme 7: Fair and equitable remuneration dispensation for public office bearers across three spheres of
government
LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

The National Development Plan, Our Future Make it Work, sets out a comprehensive
plan to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by 2030, by drawing on the energy of its
people, growing an inclusive economy and building key capabilities including the necessary skills and infrastructure, building the capacity of the state, and promoting leadership
and partnerships throughout society.

Chapter 3 of the National Development Plan relates to “Economy and Employment Creating an environment for sustainable employment and economic growth”
HISTORICAL
• The absence of wall to wall municipalities meant that there were limited represenBACKGROUND
tation of communities
• No full time leadership at local government level
• Fragmented systems of representation
• Due to the nature of the system municipal Councillors received a stipend
• Municipal councilors have been as treated unequal to other office bearers
WHAT HAS BEEN • Conference resolutions of the following conference Resolutions all advocated for a
ACHIEVED
better system of remuneration for municipal councillors: 2010 NMA, 2011 National
Conference, 2013 NMA, 2015 NMA, 2016 National Conference
• Regular engagements with the Commission for the Remuneration of Public Office
Bearers and the COGTA Ministry and DCOG officials in pursuit of an equitable
dispensation for all office bearers
• NEC Task Team engaged the Commission for the Remuneration of Public Office
Bearers and its service provider on the Review of the System of Remuneration
• SALGA successfully lobbied for an ex gratia payment at the end of term in 2011
and 2016
• Two successive Multi-Year Salary and Wage Collective Agreements. (I.e. 2012 –
2015 and 2015 – 2018 respectively).
• Alignment of Salary and Wage Collective Agreements to Municipal Budgets incl
signing of a Main Collective Agreement
• Developed SALGA Guidelines on the LLF
• Strike Management Guidelines developed and adopted by NEC
• Represented the interest of municipalities in arbitration, mediations and conciliation.
• Job Evaluation is currently being implemented in muni’s and monitored from National level through a Steering Committee
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Bolder and more robust engagement with the Commission for the Remuneration of Public Office Bearers and the COGTA Ministry, as well as submissions to the legislature on the equitable treatment of all office bearers.
Entrench a Councillor Protection Plan (A councillor welfare programme should
be established as part of the social protection plan);
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopt a strategic role in respect of interacting with all trade union formations in
local government;
Institute an effective collective bargaining machinery within the LG sector that cuts
across central, divisional and local level bargaining;
Ensure functionality of the Local Labour Forum (LLF); and
Outcomes of TASK job evaluation should be addressed urgently.
Drive initiatives around benefits reforms
Restructure pension funds to reduce the number of schemes operating in the sector;
Establish a medical aid for low income earners;
Establish a housing scheme for local government employees;
Establish uniformity of remuneration framework and systems across all municipalities;
Engagement of non-returning councillors and senior managers to leverage on their
expertise, enhance the capacity of local government and realise a return on the
investment made into their development

Programme 8: Professionalisation of Local Government
LINKAGES TO
NATIONAL
AGENDA

National Development Plan (NDP)
Chapter 13 of the National Development Plan “Building a capable state” says The main
challenge has been unevenness in capacity that leads to uneven performance in local
(and provincial and national) government. This is caused by a complex set of factors,
including tensions in the political-administrative interface, instability of the administrative
leadership, skills deficits, the erosion of accountability and authority, poor organizational
design and low staff morale. The weaknesses in capacity and performance are most
serious in historically disadvantaged areas, where state intervention is most needed to
improve people’s quality of life. There have been many individual initiatives, but there is a
tendency to jump from one quick fix or policy fad to the next. These frequent changes
have created instability in organizational structures and policy approaches that further
strain
HISTORICAL
• Disparate and fragmented conditions of service for municipal employees
BACKGROUND
• Disparate and fragmented collective bargaining structures and arrangements
• Poor professionalization ethos
• Municipal management and employees not orientated to the developmental local
government agenda
• Misalignment between collective bargaining and municipal budgeting processes
WHAT HAS BEEN • Development of an Human Resource Management and Development (HRM&D)
ACHIEVED
Strategy
• Implementation of the prioritised areas of the Professionalization Framework.
• Facilitated Knowledge Sharing and Peer Learning on Professionalization Best Practice
• Training and leadership development Interventions provided for senior officials and
Councillors.
• Municipalities received support on Performance Management Systems
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WHAT NEEDS TO Support the establishment of a municipal human resource information management
BE DONE
capability so as to build sound human capital intelligence;
SALGA to develop policies and procedures for recruitment and selection (competency
based assessment), retention, talent management and succession planning and support
municipalities with implementation;
SALGA to partner with professional bodies to enhance the professional development
of technical skills for to support implementation of the professionalisation framework
for local government; Provide dedicated support to vulnerable municipalities to develop
and institutionalise effective human capital strategies;
Introduction of appropriate delivery orientated performance management systems
Introduction of comprehensive targets for internship programmes in each discipline/
department in a municipality
GOAL 3: FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND GREATER FISCAL EQUITY
GOAL STATEMENT: Improvement of the financial health of municipalities through:
• A revised Local Government fiscal framework,
• Effective revenue management and enhancement,
• Access to alternative/innovative funding sources,
• Sound financial management
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:

1) To develop and support the implementation of financial strategies for the long-term sustainability and viability of
local government

2) To support innovative revenue enhancement strategies for local government
3) To strengthen financial management systems and controls
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Programme 9: Fiscal and financial management reforms
LINKAGES TO
Sustainable Development Goals 2030 are pushing for transitioning the finanGLOBAL AGENDA cial system in a more sustainable direction. Aligned with SDG priorities for the global
community, the Africa Union Agenda 2063 goal is to ensure that continental financial
and monetary institutions established and functional. Ensuring financing for urban development: to cope with existing and anticipated needs to expand infrastructure, facilities,
housing, innovative financing approaches will be required. Already there are emerging
good practices: land value sharing; municipal development funds; urban bonds markets;
improved revenue-generating efficiency.
LINKAGES TO
Back to basics programme for Local Government promotes the objective
NATIONAL
of good financial management in order to maximise service delivery through the effecAGENDA
tive and efficient use of the limited resources.

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

Contributes to ensuring that expenditure is developmental, effective and efficient and
that municipalities are held accountable. The programme also seeks to strengthen oversight through improved transparency and reporting practices
• New legislation was introduced to provide for a new system governing financial
management and revenue-generation was introduced
• Local Government Municipal Finance Management Act (Number 56 of 2003).
Designed to bring municipal government in line with procedures and regulations
governing the financial management of public bodies (national and provincial departments) passed in 1999, in the form of a “Public Finance Management Act”.
• Outlines procedures and requirements governing the preparation and approval of
municipal budgets; steps relating to unauthorised, irregular or fruitless and wasteful expenditure; fiduciary responsibilities of municipal managers; financial reporting
requirements; and supply chain management.
• Financial grants were accompanied by the introduction of the Integrated Development Planning (IDP).
• Low competency levels engendered administrative problems. Smaller and rural municipalities are particularly hit by the shortages of managers and professionals. The
greatest problems with acquiring and retaining skills has been in the occupational
categories of professionals, senior management, technicians and associated professionals- a problem exacerbated by the widespread skills shortages in these high-end
occupations across the economy.
• The lack of financial resources does not always constitute the primary challenge to
performance in municipalities. Oftentimes they are hampered by financial inefficiencies and under-expenditure. Annual financial statements and budgets are often
inadequately prepared.
• Bad planning which leads to unsatisfactory results. With capital projects, bad planning and weak expenditure management generally lead to too many projects being
started (too wide an investment) but not completed on time, because of a lack
financial resources (too shallow a pool of financing)
• Financial disincentives for municipalities taking on functions – e.g. in the Housing
sector, no municipalities have been accredited as housing authorities.

WHAT HAS BEEN Supported municipalities to improve audit outcomes focusing on four MASP pillars:
ACHIEVED
• Governance: established and capacitated MPAC, strengthened Audit committees,
focus on vacancies, competencies and performance management systems.
• Leadership : Capacitate councillors and officials
• Institutional capacity through professionalization of the sector
• Financial management
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In dealing with municipal poor audit outcomes, improve audit outcomes and to maintain
a balance between audit outcomes and basic service delivery. MASP should:
• Improve financing by mobilizing domestic resources, reducing financial barriers, and implementing provider payment systems
• Develop Investment incentives and partner with DBSA, IDC and PIC for competitive financing for municipalities;
• Explore e-procurement / tender systems
• Establish a position on historical debt, enforce payment on able customers, implement credit control policies to collect intergovernmental debt and develop guidelines around responsible writing off of irrecoverable debt
• Rural areas (research and support strategies looking at registration of property
where there is no ownership of land (MPRA purposes), To formalise villages
to install services, To engage Traditional Leaders before enforcing credit control
and Debtors collection policies to rural areas, and Mechanisms to prevent illegal
occupation that is followed by demand for services
• Innovative Revenue Streams to be researched and tested (Parking meters,
Business Tax, Fibre optics infrastructure, CBD congestion tax, etc.);
• Refine and Improve the SALGA developed Revenue Management Best
Practice framework in pilot municipalities
• Support municipal valuation roll.
• Enhance and support municipalities to improve asset registers
• Support and strengthen municipal record keeping
• Develop Early Warning Systems to detect poor expenditure
• Specific review of the current District Funding model and the in-equities created by
the RSC Levy replacement grant growing at a slower rate than operating expenses.
• Advocate for, and support reforms to the intergovernmental fiscal & grant system
to incentivise and enable better management of the urban system, regional economies & targeted infrastructure funding to boost economic growth and competitiveness
• To address the debt owed by Municipalities to ESKOM and Water Boards to
ensure an effective working capital position for municipalities
• To reform the regulatory framework for PPPs to make them easier and
faster to enter into for key projects, while retaining accountability and transparency
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Resource Considerations (Financing The Plan)

7.1. Overview
The organisation’s budget is informed primarily by the organisational 5-year strategic plan 2017 – 2022 and the
Annual performance for 2017/2018 together with the Budget management policy and the MTEF guidelines. Budget
parameters were set based on prevailing and projected economic conditions as well as available resources for 2017/18.
This represents the first year of the new 5 year strategy. These budget parameters are designed to ensure that the
organisational budget is affordable; sustainable; realistic; and credible. SALGA is not immune to budgetary constraints
that dictate priority areas for a specific planning year. The budget has taken into account the recently published cost
control measures as outlined on all National Treasury Instructions in respect of Cost Containment Measures. In
order to deal equitably with competing demands from various business units for resources, the organisation’s budget
management policy established a “Budget Panel”. The ‘Budget Panel’ is a vital governance structure where the various
competing needs are weighed assisted by the Model against realistic available resources; and organisational priorities
as informed by Annual Performance Plan - 2017/18 and the Strategic Plan 2017 - 2022. The “Budget Panel” ensures an
equitable allocation of budget.

7.2. Budget Process

1st draft Budget for 2017/18
MTEF
15 July 2016
2nd draft Budget for 2017/18
MTEF
3 October 2016
Provincial Conferences
August to October 2016

National Conference
November 2016
Equitable
allocation

Prepare and submit Estimates
of National Expenditure
(November 2016 to January
2017)

Budget
and APP
Approved

Receive allocation letter from
Executive Authority
(November 2016)

Adoption by
PMA’s

Submit indicative Budget to
Executive Authority (At least
six months before start of
financial year)

Planning and costing phase

The process to develop the budget is protracted and robust, which is best described diagrammatically below (highlighting
the critical governance and administrative structures).
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7.3. Key Highlights
Projected revenue over the MTEF period are as follows:
Operating Revenue (Excl. Interest
received)
Total Revenue

2017/18
Financial year
R 608 621 000

2018/19
Financial year
R 648 601 000

2019/20 Financial
year
R 688 115 000

The costs per Objective are tabulated below:
PER OBJECTIVE
R thousand
Administration

Audited Outcome

Revised
estimate

Medium-term estimate

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

191 758

244 876

237 112

273 038

277 045

302 937

326 069

Community development

33 474

34 613

39 326

50 312

51 213

57 125

60 616

Economic development and management
planning

30 887

37 252

39 515

48 497

50 637

53 938

57 292

Governance, intergovernmental relations
and international relations

26 636

30 168

32 788

42 410

52 267

59 976

64 243

Municipal institutional development

43 610

46 697

57 467

86 502

88 299

80 393

81 451

Municipal infrastructure and services

38 785

42 335

52 930

55 368

57 611

61 328

64 098

Municipal finance

21 396

32 613

36 640

40 578

42 123

44 820

47 556

Total expense

386 546

468 554

495 778

596 705

619 195

660 517

701 325

7.4. Budget Parameters
Medium Term Estimates

R thousand
Budget Parameters

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Administrative Costs Growth Rate - Projected Consumer Price Index
(CPI)

6,2%

5,9%

5,6%

Employee Costs Growth Rate - Projected Consumer Price Index (CPI plus
100 basis points)

7,2%

6,9%

6,6%

Operating Expenditure

R 617 037

R 658 234

R 698 920

Gross Membership Levies

R 533 773

R 570 604

R 608 264

R 8 500

R 8 500

R 8 500

R 525 273

R 562 104

R 599 764

R 31 300

R 33 100

R 34 954

Metropolitan Municipalities

Flat Rate plus
CPI plus 1% using
2016/17 base year

Flat Rate plus
CPI plus 1% using
2017/18 base year

Flat Rate plus
CPI plus 1%
using 2018/19
base year

Districts & Local Municipalities

1% of Salary
Budget, Minimum
of R500k

1% of Salary
Budget, Minimum
of R500k

1% of Salary
Budget, Minimum
of R500k

Early Settlement Discount - Estimation based on prior year take up
Net Membership Levies
Government Grant - Executive Authority
Membership Levy Formula (Proposed)
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7.5. Statement of Financial Performance
The Statement of Financial Performance sometimes referred to as an Income statement provides information on the
financial performance of the entity during a specified period. Users of the statement use historic information to predict
future trends, while investment and credit decisions are based on the particular parties’ prediction of future events, such
as the ability to generate cash flows from an existing resources base, an entity’s historic performance is also used for
these decisions. The table below depicts the projected financial performance for the 2017/18 MTEF as well as history
for three prior years and the revised projected estimate for the 2016/17 financial year.
Statement of Financial
Performance
Statement of financial
performance
R thousand

Audited Outcome
2013/14

2014/15

Revised
estimate

2015/16

2016/17

Medium-term estimate
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Revenue
Tax revenue
Non-tax revenue
Sale of goods and services other
than capital assets

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

384 120

469 394

495 754

523 138

556 719

597 935

636 826

368 273

444 153

465 497

501 872

534 973

575 054

612 714

of which:
Administrative fees
Sales by market establishment
Other sales
Other non-tax revenue
Interest, dividends and rent on
land
Transfers received
Total revenue

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

368 273

444 153

465 497

501 872

534 973

575 054

612 714

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

15 847

25 241

30 257

21 266

21 746

22 881

24 112

6 662

13 130

18 079

10 584

11 198

12 318

13 549

33 682

33 342

27 146

73 720

63 100

62 984

64 838

417 802

502 736

522 900

596 858

619 819

660 919

701 664

Expenses
Current expenses

386 546

468 554

495 778

596 705

619 195

660 517

701 325

Compensation of employees

195 910

226 091

294 042

340 428

368 732

397 071

426 412

Goods and services

184 613

233 928

193 117

245 510

239 028

250 757

261 513

Depreciation

5 070

7 430

7 592

8 734

9 276

10 403

10 986

Interest, dividends and rent on
land

953

1 105

1 027

2 033

2 159

2 286

2 414

Interest

953

1 105

1 027

2 033

2 159

2 286

2 414

Transfers and subsidies
Total expenses
Surplus

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

386 546

468 554

495 778

596 705

619 195

660 517

701 325

31 256

34 182

27 122

153

624

402

339
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7.6. Revenue Trends
Revenue from membership levies remains the major contributor to the organisations total income comprising 86
percent of total revenue in the 2017/2018 financial year; the trend persists and increases over the MTEF period with
membership levies comprising an average around 87 percent of total revenue over the MTEF period. This percentage
is largely based on the assumption that National Treasury through Department of Cooperative Governance and
Traditional Affairs re-instate the grant allocation to SALGA that was initially transferred in prior years. Membership
levies growth rate in the 2017/2018 financial year is 7.2 percent; and growth for the two outer years 2018/19 and
2019/20 is 6.9 and 6.6 percent, respectively. The review of the membership levy formula has been necessitated by
the non-implementation of the organisation’s funding model which requires that the inter-governmental participation
activities be funded from the national fiscus. The organisation is compelled to maximise the membership levy revenue
stream in order to continue fulfilling its legislative mandate of representing the local government sphere at intergovernmental fora.
Revenue distribution (by revenue type)
SALGA’s main source of revenue is membership levies and they contribute 86 percent to total income in 2017/18
financial year. The distribution of other revenue streams is illustrated on the graphic below.
Capacity building
income
1%

Sponsorships &
Donations
1%
Recoveries
2%

Other grants
4%

Donor income
received
1%

Government grants
5%

Other income
0%

Other gains / losses
0%

Membership Levies

Government grants

Other grants

Capacity building income

Sponsorships & Donations

Recoveries
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7.7. Expenditure Trends
The total projected operating expenditure for 2017/18 is R617 million with the main focus of the following goals:
Goal 1: Sustainable, inclusive economic growth and spatial transformation;
Goal 2: Good governance and resilient municipal institutions; and
Goal 3: Financial sustainability of local government and greater fiscal equity.
A number of enabling priorities have been identified to assist SALGA to achieve these strategic goals. They are:
• ICT
• Data intelligence
• Innovation
• Research and knowledge management
• Capacity building via the SALGA Centre for Leadership and Governance (SCLG)
• IGR Advocacy and structured engagement
• Strategic partnerships
• Strategic profiling
The distribution of operating expenditure by economic classification is illustrated on the graphic below.
Depreciation &
amortisation
1%

Administration
costs
19%

Professional and
advisory services
1%
Programme
Costs (incl. Direct
Employee Cost)
[PERCENTAGE]

Contracted services
1%

Employee Relates
cost (Admin only)
[PERCENTAGE]

Administration Costs

Employee related costs
(Total)

Contracted services

Professional and advisory
services

Depreciation & amortisation

Programme costs (Excl.
Direct Employee Costs)
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7.8. Capital Expenditure

Asset
acquisitions

Audited outcome

R thousand

2013/14

Acquisition of
assets

7 250

2014/15

6 250

2015/16

7 420

Revised
estimate

Medium-term estimate

2016/17

2017/18

106 264

125 460

2018/19

126 937

2019/20

128 553

The draft projected capital acquisitions for 2017/18 amount to R125 460 million and are driven with a main focus
in procuring office buildings and also based on the projected personnel growth. The nature of SALGA’s capital
acquisitions is operating capital such as furniture & fittings, IT equipment; and office equipment. New headcount
additions to SALGA’s establishment attract these capital items since they are required as tools of trade for personnel.
Also provisioned in capital additions for 2017/18 is the acquisition of SALGA offices in the various provinces to
improve the cost savings through rental cost over the longer term and also to sub-let a portion of space to improve
the organisation’s revenue streams.
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7.9. Statement of Financial Position
The Statement of Financial Position, portrays the economic resources of an entity, the claims against these resources
and the impact of transactions, events and circumstances on these resources and claims against resources, as well as
the liquidity and solvency of the entity.
This information is useful for the prediction of the ability of the entity to generate cash and cash equivalents and the
amounts, timing, and uncertainty of its future cash flows, as well as how successful the entity is likely to be in raising of
funds. Information on liquidity and solvency is used to predict the ability of the entity to meet its commitments when
they become due. Such information helps investors, creditors and others to identify the entity’s financial strengths and
weaknesses, and indicates the cash flow potentials of some economic resources and the cash needed to satisfy most
claims of creditors.
Financial position

Carrying value of assets

Audited
Outcome

Audited
Outcome

Preliminary
outcome

Revised
estimate

2013/14

2014/15

2015//16

2016/17

Medium-term estimate
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

30 960

31 113

34 415

88 548

102 608

127 332

6 600

(8 547)

(7 480)

(9 716)

(63 214)

(75 500)

(84 500)

(183 600)

of which:
Acquisition of assets
Investments
Receivables and prepayments
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets
Accumulated surplus/(deficit)

1 060

1 069

1 084

1 028

1 028

1 028

1 028

30 128

37 950

67 583

26 500

30 075

27 750

26 550

116 498

154 449

120 199

190 622

236 568

276 392

256 808

178 646

224 581

223 281

306 698

370 279

432 502

290 986

90 540

124 721

136 363

215 995

286 603

354 970

215 900

Capital and reserves

2 260

2 260

2 260

2 260

2 260

2 260

2 260

Capital reserve fund

4 779

1 791

1 293

–

–

–

–

Finance lease

3 829

4 837

2 846

7 993

8 268

8 654

9 138

Deferred income

3 868

2 065

–

2 329

2 464

2 607

2 753

72 717

79 690

66 902

75 749

68 175

61 357

58 133

Trade and other payables
Provisions
Total equity and
liabilities
Contingent liabilities

653

9 217

13 617

2 372

2 509

2 654

2 802

178 646

224 581

223 281

306 698

370 279

432 502

290 986

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

The draft statement of financial position reflects a financially stable organisation over the MTEF period with positive
reserves at R287 million in 2017/18 and for the outer years to R355 million; and R215 million, respectively.The outlook
remains consistent for both outer years, indicating that the organisation will be liquid over the MTEF cycle. The positive
liquidity ratio also addresses the going-concern issue as previously raised by the Auditor-General. The organisation is
projecting to generate positive cash-backed reserves, to manage the misaligned financial years with its members and
eliminate the cash flow risk as a result of dependency on a single source of revenue.
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7.10. Statement of Cash Flows
The cash flow statement provides information on the changes in financial position in order to assess the entity’s
investing, financing and operating activities and how the entity acquires and distributes cash and cash equivalents, as
well as its ability to generate cash and cash equivalents and its need to utilize cash flows.

Cash flow data
R thousand
Cash receipts from stakeholders
Tax receipts
Sales of goods and services other than
capital assets
Transfers received
Interest and rent on land
Cash paid to stakeholders

Revised
estimate

Audited Outcome
2013/14

2014/15

417 802

2015/16

484 537

Medium-term estimate

2016/17

493 266

2017/18

561 439

2018/19

597 619

2019/20

638 719

676 663

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

377 458

444 153

465 972

512 355

548 321

588 417

623 276

33 682

27 254

9 215

38 500

38 100

37 984

39 838

6 662

13 130

18 079

10 584

11 198

12 318

13 549

349 756

439 725

517 169

488 492

504 901

537 106

455 802

349 756

439 725

517 169

488 492

504 901

537 106

455 802

Compensation of employees

195 910

226 091

294 042

273 415

292 011

311 868

332 451

Goods and services

152 893

211 756

222 099

213 044

210 740

222 963

120 946

Current payments

Interest and rent on land
Cash flow from operating activities
Cash flow from advancing activities
(Financial Institutions only)
Cash flow from investing activities
Acquisition of property, plant, equipment &
intangible assets
Other flows from Investing Activities
Domestic
Cash flow from financing activities
Repayment of finance leases
Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

953

1 878

1 028

2 033

2 150

2 275

2 405

68 046

44 812

(23 903)

72 947

92 718

101 613

220 861

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

(7 910)

(7 480)

(9 716)

(63 214)

(75 500)

(84 500)

(183 600)

(8 547)

(7 480)

(9 716)

(63 214)

(75 500)

(84 500)

(183 600)

637

–

–

–

–

–

–

637

–

–

–

–

–

–

673

619

(630)

681

715

–

–

673

619

(630)

681

715

–

–

60 809

37 951

(34 249)

10 414

17 933

17 113

37 261

The draft cash flow statement projects positive cash balances R17.9 million at the end of the 2017/18 financial year,
and over the MTEF R17.1 million and R37.3 million at the end of the 2018/19 and 2019/20 financial years, respectively.
The cash generated via membership levies; sponsorship and all other income will be utilised in operations whilst the
reserves and proceeds of sale of current properties will be used to acquire offices across various provinces over the
MTEF.
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7.11. Operational and Financial Sustainability
Organised Local Government is primarily funded by membership fees from municipalities. This keeps it accountable to
the municipalities that constitute it. However, the functions performed by local government require wide-ranging, highlevel and specialised human resources. For it to be effective, additional sources of funding will need to be accessed and
more attention must be paid to account for donor funding.To this end, the organisation has developed a comprehensive
‘Funding model’ and presented the same to the Executive Authority and National Treasury over the past few years.
However, to date the model has not been implemented despite the White Paper on Local Government providing that
“National and provincial government are committed to assisting organised local government, and have made provision
for funding organised local government on a rand-for-rand basis out of the equitable share of national revenue to
which local government is entitled”. SALGA’s leadership is continually engaging with other spheres of government, for
organised local government to be effective its activities as mandated by its members it must be adequately funded.
Hence, the need for the review of the membership levy formula. SALGA recognises that the current funding model,
which places heavy reliance on member municipalities to fund the organisation’s operations and programmes, is not
optimal in light of the existing burden on municipalities to provide quality services with limited resources. However, in
the interim, the status quo remains, with the organisation’s resource generating capacity being limited to what it can
raise in membership levies.The purpose of developing the Funding model was to analyse the various activities currently
performed by SALGA with specific reference to the relevant legislation and to determine a funding model that will
enhance revenue thereby ensuring the sustainability of SALGA in future years. In analysing the activities undertaken by
SALGA, cost drivers were identified. The funding model; has determined scientifically the following cost components
that must be funded from the national budget; these are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

mandatory governance costs;
legislated inter-governmental relations participation; and
restructuring and transformation of local government sector.

Cost Component
Mandatory Governance costs
Legislated IGR participation
Transformation /Restructuring
TOTAL
Less: Current government
grant in financial model
TOTAL INCREASE
REQUIRED

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

R 7 536 000

R 8 003 000

R 8 467 000

R 8 958 000

R 8 958 000

R 95 348 000

R 101 260 000

R 107 133 000

R 113 347 000

R 113 347 000

R0

R 18 480 000

R0

R0

R0

R 102 884 000

R 127 743 000

R 115 600 000

R 122 305 000

R 122 305 000

(R 9 255 000)

(R 29 500 000)

(R 31 300 000)

(R 33 100 000)

(R 33 100 000)

R 93 629 000

R 98 243 000

R 84 300 000

R 89 205 000

R 89 205 000
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8. Materiality Significance Framework
8.1. Strategic Thrust
The Strategic enabler and administration of SALGA which aims to provide support to the organisational three Strategic
Goals.

8.2. Background
SALGA, as a schedule 3A public entity in terms of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (PFMA) is required to
develop a “Materiality and Significance Framework”. The PFMA under section 54(2) provides that:
Before a public entity concludes any of the following transactions, the accounting authority for the public entity must
promptly and in writing inform the relevant treasury of the transaction and submit relevant particulars of the transaction
to its executive authority for approval of the transaction:
(a) establishment or participation in the establishment of a company;
(b) participation in a significant partnership, trust, unincorporated joint venture or similar arrangement;
(c) acquisition or disposal of a significant shareholding in a company;
(d) acquisition or disposal of a significant asset;
(e) commencement or cessation of a significant business activity; and
(f) a significant change in the nature or extent of its interest in a significant partnership, trust, unincorporated joint
venture or similar arrangement.
Section 55(2(b)(i) of the PFMA provides that the annual report and financial statements of the public entity must:
Include particulars of(i) any material losses through criminal conduct and any irregular expenditure and fruitless and wasteful expenditure
that occurred during the financial year;
Furthermore, the National Treasury PFMA regulations provide the following;
Section /
Part
28.3.1
29.1.1
30.1.3

Content / Regulation
For purposes of material [section 55(2) of the Act] and significant [section 54(2) of
the Act], the accounting authority must develop and agree a framework of acceptable
levels of materiality and significance with the relevant executive authority.
The corporate plan must cover a period of three years and must include – a materiality/significant framework, referred to in Treasury Regulation 28.3.1
The strategic plan must include the materiality/significance framework, referred to in
Treasury Regulation
28.3.1

Having considered the legislative background for the development and adoption of a “Materiality and Significance
Framework”, such framework is to be used by SALGA to assess the materiality and significance of any transaction. The
framework shall also form part of the Organisational Strategic Plan for the 2017/18 financial year.
Below is a brief discussion on the factors considered to arrive at the determined level of materiality and significance
deemed appropriate or acceptable to SALGA as an organisation.
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8.3. DISCUSSION
As the legislation does not define the words “materiality” or “significance” various sources have been used to arrive at
a universal meaning of the terminologies.
a.
Materiality
The statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (GAAP) and the statements of Generally Recognised
Accounting Practice (GRAP) on ‘Presentation of Financial Statements’ (IAS 1) par. 11 defines material as follows:
Material omissions or misstatements of items are material if they could, individually or collectively, influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements. Materiality depends on the size and nature of the
omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances. The size or nature of the item, or a combination of
both, could be the determining factor.
Paragraph 12 goes on further to elucidate that; “Assessing whether an omission or misstatement could influence
economic decisions of users, and so be material, requires consideration of the characteristics of those users. The
Framework for the Preparation of Financial Statements states in par. 25 that ‘users are assumed to have a reasonable
knowledge of business and economic activities and accounting and a willingness to study the information with reasonable
diligence. Therefore, the assessment needs to take into account how users with such attributes could reasonably be
expected to be influenced in making economic decisions.
Information may be both quantitatively and qualitatively material. Both the amount (quantity) and nature (quality) of
information should be considered in setting the materiality figure.
b.
Significance
The Concise Oxford dictionary defines “significant” as “extensive or important enough to merit attention”.The Oxford
Advance Learner’s Dictionary defines “significant” as “in a way that has special importance and to an important or
considerable degree”. The term is not explained in the accounting standards.
“Significant” could therefore be interpreted as of relative importance to the public entity as a whole.Thus, a transaction
will be significant if conducting the transaction is vitally important in order to fulfil the public entity’s mandate and for
it to operate effectively.
As with “material” there is no set rule for calculating a “significant” monetary value. The importance of the transaction
i.e. the transaction’s impact on the public entity as a whole, as well as any possible impact the transaction could have
on a decision or action taken by the public entity’s executive authority should be considered in the development of the
materiality and significance framework.
c.
Factors considered to determine the materiality and significance framework
The following factors have been considered by SALGA when setting the materiality and significance levels:
i.
Nature of the public entity’s business
The nature of the public entity’s business may have an impact on the materiality and significance framework.The public
entity should be guided by its public accountability and the sensitivity of the public entity’s accounts, activities and
functions regarding matters of public interest. The public entity should also consider the impact of its materiality and
significance framework, and therefore the information reported to its executive authority could have on decisions and
actions taken by its executive authority.
ii.
Statutory requirements
Non-compliance with laws and regulations is considered material (qualitative and quantitative).
iii.
Risk associated with the public entity’s business
There is an inverse relationship between materiality / significance and the level of risk.The lower the risk the higher the
materiality / significance level and vice versa.The public entity needs to take into account various risks when developing
a significance and materiality framework. These risks include:
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Operational risk – risks arising from the day-to-day operational activities which may result in a direct or indirect
loss.
Liquidity risk – risk that the organization may not be able to honour its obligations as they become due in the
ordinary course of its business.
Credit risk – risk that the credit advanced to our debtors might not be collectable.
Human resource risk – risk to attract and retain scarce skills to enable the organization to deliver on its mandate.
Legal and compliance risk – these risks include significant contractual relationships that the organization enters into
such as lease contracts for office accommodation etc.
Regulatory and compliance risk – the risk of incurring penalties or restrictions as a result of non-compliance with
legal requirements.
Information risk – the risk that confidentiality may be breached or the availability of information when required.
Insurance risk – the risk that the entity is not adequately insured against losses and damage to property and
equipment as well as claims against the organization.
Technology risk – the risk that systems are not adequately monitored, accounted or serviced to deliver a service.
Reputation risk – the risk of damaging the public entity’s image.

iv.
Quantitative and qualitative factors
• When setting the materiality and significance framework, the organization must consider both the quantitative
(amount) and qualitative (nature) factors that include:
• Quantitative factors:
• Amount or extent of the item in relation to the financial information as a whole; and
• Special characteristics of the item;
Qualitative materiality focuses on the inherent nature of the item under consideration. These items do not necessarily
influence the reasonableness of the financial information, but due to their nature they are of importance to the users
of the financial information.
Qualitative factors:
• Statutory requirements; compliance with legislation, regulations, policy, internal control measures.
• Degree of estimation; the risk of material misstatement;
• Disclosure requirement; deviations from Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (GAAP), Generally
Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
v.
Nature of the transactions
The public entity should consider the importance of the transaction, i.e. the transaction’s impact on the public entity as
a whole, as well as any possible impact the transaction could have on a decision or action taken by the public entity’s
executive authority in the development of the materiality and significance framework.
A distinction should be made between transactions that are operational in nature and transactions that are approved
within a very specific framework, i.e. the annual budget, the public entity’s corporate plan or strategic plan.
d.

Determined level of Materiality and Significance

For the 2017/18 financial year the determined levels of materiality and significance are as follows:
i.
Nature of the public entity’s business
This aspect has been considered INSIGNIFICANT, as the nature of SALGA’s business is not about to change in the
foreseeable future.
ii.
Statutory requirements
From prior year audit outcomes a “clean audit” in 2015/16 was obtained, for the fourth consecutive year or “unqualified
audit opinion” for the seventh consecutive year, which has reduced significantly from 2007/08 financial year onwards.
Consequently this aspect is considered SIGNIFICANT and does not matter on the audit outcomes. However, on another
front such as the enabling legislation viz. the Organised Local Government Act the considerations are INSIGNIFICANT.
iii.
Risks associated with the public entity’s business
The determination in respect of risks is as follows:
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Operational risk – SIGNIFICANT due to likelihood of the incidence of fraud. None reported during the 2015/16
financial year audit and none expected for during the 2016/17 financial year.
Liquidity risk – INSIGNIFICANT due to the past five financial years from 2012/13 improvements of collection
levels of membership levies in comparison to prior years. This have built sufficient cash reserves that caters for at
least 4 months operating expenditure for 2017/18.
Credit risk – INSIGNIFICANT due to the extent of outstanding membership levies for periods longer than 12
months were only 4.06% and 1.80% for 2012/13 and 2013/14, respectively in relation to total membership levies
invoiced.
Human resource risk – SIGNIFICANT due to the high employee turnover rate, and the specialist nature of
SALGA’s work. The introduction of employee benefits conversion of contract from five year to permanent to all
staff up to manager level during the 2015/16 financial year, has reduced the turnover rate.
Legal and compliance risk – INSIGNIFICANT due to the nature of contractual agreements that SALGA normally
enters into. These are normal lease agreements for office accommodation and use of office equipment.
Regulatory and compliance risk – SIGNIFICANT as the compliance culture needs to be maintained from the
2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15 and 2015/16 achievements, “clean audit”. Improvements are always necessary with
regards to compliance.
Information risk – SIGIFICANT as institutional memory is at risk as a result of the high staff turnover rate. The
staff turnover rate has been reduced with the implementation of employee benefits and conversion of contracts
during the 2014/15 financial year.
Insurance risk – INSIGNIFICANT as the organisation insures all its assets and risk of losses have been transferred.
Internal control measures have been introduced through the loss control policy to limit the losses incurred.
Technology risk – SIGNIFICANT as the ICT staff are not security cleared although there were no reportable
findings reported during the past six years, since 2010/11 ICT audit.
Reputation risk – INSIGINIFICANT as the organization has a capable management team and road-map in the
form of the Strategic Plan.

iv.
Quantitative and Qualitative factors
The quantitative level of materiality and significance for the 2016/17 financial year is based on the following:
Amount of the item to the financial information
The materiality is set at 0.5% of the total original operational expenditure budget. Therefore, the materiality level for
the 2017/18 financial year is set at R 3 095 975-00 (being R619 195 000-00 X 0.5%).
Special characteristics of the item
The following are considered material due to their nature:
• Fruitless and wasteful expenditure;
• Irregular expenditure; and
• Losses of any form.
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Statement of Financial
Performance
Statement of financial
performance
R thousand

Revised
estimate

Audited Outcome

2016/17

Medium-term estimate

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

384 120

469 394

495 754

523 138

556 719

597 935

636 826

368 273

444 153

465 497

501 872

534 973

575 054

612 714

Revenue
Tax revenue
Non-tax revenue
Sale of goods and services other
than capital assets
of which:
Administrative fees
Sales by market establishment
Other sales
Other non-tax revenue
Interest, dividends and rent on
land
Transfers received
Total revenue

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

368 273

444 153

465 497

501 872

534 973

575 054

612 714

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

15 847

25 241

30 257

21 266

21 746

22 881

24 112

6 662

13 130

18 079

10 584

11 198

12 318

13 549

33 682

33 342

27 146

73 720

63 100

62 984

64 838

417 802

502 736

522 900

596 858

619 819

660 919

701 664

386 546

468 554

495 778

596 705

619 195

660 517

701 325

Expenses
Current expenses
Compensation of employees

195 910

226 091

294 042

340 428

368 732

397 071

426 412

Goods and services

184 613

233 928

193 117

245 510

239 028

250 757

261 513

5 070

7 430

7 592

8 734

9 276

10 403

10 986

Interest, dividends and rent on
land

Depreciation

953

1 105

1 027

2 033

2 159

2 286

2 414

Interest

953

1 105

1 027

2 033

2 159

2 286

2 414

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

386 546

468 554

495 778

596 705

619 195

660 517

701 325

31 256

34 182

27 122

153

624

402

339

Transfers and subsidies
Total expenses
Surplus

v.
Nature of the transactions
In terms of the transactions per the revised annual budget for the 2016/17 financial year the determination is
INSIGNIFICANT.
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9. Risk Management Plan
In line with best practice, SALGA has conducted a robust Strategic Risk assessment following Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) process, founded on a framework that has been developed by National Treasury, organisationally
embedded into Risk Management Policy, supported and approved by the NEC. SALGA identified three Strategic
Risks which had potential to prevent the organisation in achieving its objectives for 2017-2022.
The following are the identified Strategic risk and their mitigation strategies for 2017-2022
No.
1.

Strategic risk
Inability to fund SALGA
operations

2.

Inadequate/lack of
Develop and implement Monitoring and Evaluation framework
Impact Assessments for
programmes and assistance
provided to municipalities
Misunderstanding of SALGA’s Strategically profile SALGA through the Integrated marketing, communimandate by stakeholder.
cation and stakeholder strategy.

3.

Mitigation strategy
Diversify SALGA Revenue generating capacity by development of revenue
innovative model.
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10. ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN 2017/18
The SALGA conference held on 28 November to 01 December 2016 mandated the newly elected leadership to
deliver on a set of conference resolutions. The Five Year Strategic Plan 2017-22 translated these resolutions into
Programmes with outcomes that must be achieved during the term of office of the current leadership.
Annual Performance Plan (APP) is developed to ensure the systematic implementation of the Strategic Plan through
manageable annual milestones. Annual Performance Planning entails a process of thinking through and designing the
inputs, activities, outputs and anticipated outcomes for the organization incrementally over a limited period of time.The
National Treasury’s “Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans” released in August 2010 describes
the APP as a document that details the specific performance targets that the organization aims to achieve in the
budget year under consideration as well as those for the next two years. The APP and budget must therefore, at all
times contain targets and expenditure estimates over a three year Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF). It
is important to note that performance targets for the two outer years may be reviewed during the planning process
for each of those years in order to accommodate the dynamic environment within which SALGA operates. The
opportunities and challenges faced in the implementation of the plan in 2017/18 will also be considered in reviewing
the targets for the outer years.
The APP responds to the three strategic goals of the Strategic Plan 2017-2022 through 47 outcomes and 61 Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs). The outcomes are listed in the tables below:

70

OUTCOME

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE
2017/18 KPI

1.1

To implement a
sustainable urban
development programme

Proposals on the policy
and legislation affecting
service delivery and
developmental LG to
key stakeholders for
their consideration.

New Indicator

Reformed policy, legislative and fiscal framework
that enables metros/urban municipalities to fulfil
their role in terms of the
Integrated Urban Development Framework and
New Urban Agenda (locally and internationally)

Agreed Inter and intergovernmental approach
to land release to ensure
spatial integration and
equitable access to land

New Indicator
SALGA becomes leader
in facilitating consolidated support agenda for
metros/urban areas
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Framework for land
release developed by 31
March 2018

Policy proposal to address misalignment of
policy, fiscal and legislative
framework by 31 March
2018

Sustainable urban development programme by
31 March 2018

Co-ordinate the
implementation of the
framework in selected
municipalities by 31
March 2020

Assist municipalities in
implementation of the
land use schemes by
31 March 2020

Develop land use
management framework and assist municipalities in adopting
the framework by 31
March 2019

Lobby for reforms to
ensure effective alignment of policy, fiscal
and legislative frameworks (as relevant to
different sectors) by 31
March 2020

Support for Metro/
urban development
is coordinated under
common agenda by 31
March 2020

2019/20 TARGET

Develop proposals for
MFMA Regulations on
land release for lobbying and advocacy by
31 March 2019

Lobby for reforms to
ensure effective alignment of policy, fiscal
and legislative frameworks (as relevant to
different sectors) by
31 March 2019

Develop proposals to
address misalignment of
policy, fiscal and legislative
frameworks (as relevant
to different sectors) by 31
March 2018

Develop a framework for
land release prepared in
consultation with sector
departments, especially
DPW, NT, RDLR and
DHS by 31 March 2018

Support for Metro/
urban development
is coordinated under
common agenda by 31
March 2019

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

Develop Metro/urban
development leadership
platform, strategy, and
programme by 31 March
2018

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Strategic Goal1: Sustainable Inclusive Economic Growth and Realised Spatial Transformation

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

SALGA STRATEGY

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

1.2

To support regional
economic strategies
and effective Land
Use Management
approaches as drivers for economies
of scale and social
cohesion

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

72
New Indicator

Research identifying
the functional regional
economies in municipalities by 31 March 2018

Assessment report of
the IDP and its process
plan as a tool in achieving
integrated and sustainable
development in municipalities by 31 March 2018

Institutional support to
municipal planning and
economic development
functions

Intergovernmental
planning and Municipal
IDPs that move beyond
compliance and serve as
effective governing tools
for integrated sustainable development in the
municipality

Better alignment of
development planning
at a regional level across
municipal boundaries,
based on space economy
imperatives

Research to determine
appropriate indicators to
measure spatial transformation by 31 March
2018

2017/18 KPI

Develop a categorisation of municipalities
according to their
functional economic
regions by 31 March
2019

Establish the IDP
support centre to
strengthen integrated
and municipal planning
for municipalities by
31 March 2019

Conduct an assessment of the IDP and its
process plan as a tool in
achieving integrated and
sustainable development
in municipalities by 31
March 2018

Conduct research
identifying the functional
regional economies in
municipalities by 31
March 2018

Publish initial data as
benchmark of spatial
transformation in selected pilot municipalities by 31 March 2020

Pilot indicators for
measuring the spatial
transformation in
selected municipalities
by 31 March 2019

Conduct research to
determine appropriate
indicators to measure
spatial transformation by
31 March 2018

Support municipalities
in the development
IDPs which reflect their
regional economic
context by 31 March
2020

Engage sector departments through the
IDP support centre
to strength integrated
municipal planning and
collaboration at IGR
level by 31 March 2020

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

New Indicator

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Evidence and intelligence
to demonstrate progress
of cities towards spatial
transformation

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan

1.3

To promote high
quality and reliable
service provision
and infrastructure
investment (capacity
and renewal) in support of economic
strategies (energy,
water, sanitation, 5th
utility)

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Current legislation which
hinders cross-boundary
inter municipal co-operation is reviewed by 31
March 2018

Roll-out the spaceeconomy approach to
municipal categorisation with key partners
including FFC, IEC, MDB
and DCOG by 31 March
2018

Report card on section
154 support needs of
municipalities by the
appropriate departments
by 31 March 2018

New Indicator

Appropriate powers and
functions, equitable share
and conditional grant
funding for different categories of municipalities

Municipalities access
New Indicator
improved, more targeted
Section 154 support
from sector departments and other relevant
agencies

2017/18 KPI
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Liaise with appropriate
sector departments to
ensure that they provide
dedicated support (in
terms of section 154)
to municipalities by 31
March 2018

Consolidated section 154 report card
presented to IGR
Structures by March
2020

Roll-out and monitor
implementation of this
model by 31 March
2020

Ensure Powers and
Functions, Equitable
Share and conditional
grant funding regime
are amended accordingly by 31 March
2019

Consolidated section
154 report card
presented to IGR
Structures by March
2019

Support municipalities
to utilize and apply legislation that promotes
inter - municipal cooperation at regional
scale by 31 March 2020

Lobby for legislative
reforms to facilitate
inter municipal cooperation to achieve
regional economic
development by 31
March 2019

Analyse and review the
current legislation which
hinders cross-boundary
inter municipal co-operation 31 March 2018

Roll-out the space-economy approach to municipal
categorisation with key
partners including FFC,
IEC, MDB and DCOG by
31 March 2018

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

New Indicator

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Conducive environment
for planning and budgeting for municipalities

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

74
New Indicator

Municipalities exposed
and empowered to
adopt appropriate technology and innovation.

Phase I implementation of the strategy
(•Localization framework for Optic Fibber
Manufacturing) by 31
March 2019

Phase II implementation of the strategy
(•Localization framework for Optic Fibber
Manufacturing) by 31
March 2020

Virtual Technology Hub
facilitates forums/platforms on technology by
March 2020

Developed proposal(s)
and recommendations
on local government
sector reform (industry,
provider and authority) presented to IGR
Structures by March
2020
Developed proposal(s)
and recommendations
on local government sector reform
(industry, provider and
authority) presented
to IGR Structures by
March 2019

Develop proposal(s) and
recommendations on
local government sector
reform (industry wide,
service authority, and
service provider) by 31
March 2018

Virtual Technology
Hub is established to
facilitate forums/platforms on technology
by March 2019

Develop policy and
funding proposals on
fiscal transfers (Capex
and Opex) for presentation to the budget
forum by 31 March
2020

Develop policy and
funding proposals on
fiscal transfers (Capex
and Opex) for presentation to the budget
forum by 31 March
2019

Develop policy and funding proposals on fiscal
transfers (Capex and
Opex) for presentation to
the budget forum by 31
March 2018

Develop technology and
innovation framework(s)
by 31 March 2018

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017/18 TARGET

Brown Paper on the 5th Develop a Brown Paper
Utility by 31 March 2018 and Strategy on the 5th
Utility by 31 March 2018

Technology and innovation framework by 31
March 2018

New Indicator

Municipalities exposed
and empowered to
adopt appropriate technology and innovation.

Policy and funding proposals on fiscal transfers
developed by 31 March
2018

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Proposal(s) and recommendations on local government sector reform
(industry wide, service
authority, and service
provider) by 31 March
2018

Research on Cost of
services

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Sound institutional frame- Municipal service auwork with clearly defined thority study
functions, mandate and
funding for the provision
of efficient and affordable
services.

Fiscal framework for
infrastructure (CAPEX
and OPEX) provides for
differentiation, rehabilitation, maintenance and
asset management

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan

1.4

To strengthen
the role of Local
Government in
Community Development and Social
Cohesion

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Healthy and secured
communities living in safe
environments

Social cohesion in
Local Government
strengthened

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

75
Health program of action
implemented by 31
March 2018

Policy proposals to
address misalignment
of policy, legislative and
framework towards
community development,
gender and social
cohesion (gender
equality, crime prevention,
safety and security
management) by 31
March 2018

New Indicator

Municipal Health
programmes

Indicators to measure
performance on
community development,
social cohesion and
reduction of vulnerability
by 31 March 2018

2017/18 KPI

Evaluate and implement a program of action on health (focusing
on HIV/AIDS), poverty
eradication, safety and
security in communities
and the effects of disasters to municipalities
by 31 March 2020

Lobby and advocate for
policy review based on
SALGA’s policy proposals on community
development, gender
and social cohesion
(gender equality, crime
prevention, safety and
security management)
by 31 March 2020
Lobby and advocate
for policy review
based on SALGA’s
policy proposals on
community development, gender
and social cohesion
(gender equality, crime
prevention, safety and
security management)
by 31 March 2019

Develop policy proposals
to address misalignment
of policy, legislative and
framework for community
development, gender and
social cohesion (gender
equality, crime prevention,
safety and security
management) by 31
March 2018

Advocate, lobby and
implement a program of action on
health (focusing on
HIV/AIDS), poverty
eradication, safety and
security in communities and the effects of
disasters to municipalities by 31 March 2019

Progress report (as
part of SDGs) on
municipal access by the
vulnerable groups by
31 March 2020

Progress report (as
part of SDGs) on
municipal access by
the vulnerable groups
by 31 March 2019

Develop indicators to
measure performance on
community development,
social cohesion and
reduction of vulnerability
(measurement of access
to municipal services by
vulnerable groups and
disaster risk reduction) by
31 March 2018

Develop and implement
a program of action on
health (focusing on HIV/
AIDS, poverty eradication,
safety and security in
communities and the
effects of disasters to
municipalities by 31
March 2018

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

New Indicator

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

OUTCOME

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

2.1

To strengthen oversight and accountability for effective,
accountable and
transparent leadership practices

76

Devolution of the
relevant powers and
functions for the pursuing
of the local government
developmental agenda by
31 March 2018

Councillor welfare and
support to CoGTA and
the Independent Commission for the Remuneration of Public Office
Bearers by 31 March
2018.

Devolution of powers
SALGA to facilitate the
local government agenda and functions
in the respective IGR
platforms to influence the
role of municipalities in
cooperative governance.

Support on councillor
welfare

Local government
legislation identified
to impede municipal
service delivery

A decent, fair and equitable remuneration and
support framework for
Local Government.

Local government mandate to deliver service

Lobby issues related to
councillor welfare and
support to CoGTA and
the Independent Commission for the Remuneration of Public Office
Bearers by 31 March
2018.

SALGA to lobby and
advocate for the devolution of the relevant
powers and functions for
the pursuing of the local
government developmental agenda by 31 March
2018

Structured engagements
held with National and
Provincial Executives
as well as in National
Legislature and Provincial
Legislatures by 31 March
2018

2017/18 TARGET

Local Government
Review the local governlegislation reviewed by 31 ment legislation by 31
March 2018
March 2018

Structured engagements
with National and
Provincial Executives
as well as in National
Legislature and Provincial
Legislatures by 31 March
2018

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Participation in ParStructured engagement
with and participation by liamentary legislative
SALGA as a fully-fledged processes
member of the legislature

Strategic Goal 2: Good governance and resilient municipal institutions

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

SALGA STRATEGY

Review the local government legislation by
31 March 2019

Review the local government legislation by
31 March 2020

Lobby issues related to
councillor welfare and
support to CoGTA
and the Independent
Commission for the
Remuneration of Public
Office Bearers by 31
March 2020

SALGA to lobby and
advocate for the devolution of the relevant
powers and functions
for the pursuing of
the local government
developmental agenda
by 31 March 2020
SALGA to lobby and
advocate for the devolution of the relevant
powers and functions
for the pursuing of
the local government
developmental agenda
by 31 March 2019
Lobby issues related to
councillor welfare and
support to CoGTA
and the Independent
Commission for the
Remuneration of
Public Office Bearers
by 31 March 2019

Structured
engagements with
National and Provincial
Executives as well as
in National Legislature
and Provincial
Legislatures by 31
March 2020

2019/20 TARGET

Structured
engagements with
National and Provincial
Executives as well as
in National Legislature
and Provincial
Legislatures by 31
March 2019

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

77
Good practices and
knowledge sharing
among municipalities on
innovative public participation approaches
promoted and profiled
through partnerships
NCOP debates

Strengthened
Public Participation
approaches and
governance processes in
municipalities

Local Government issues
at the forefront of the
Legislatures’ Programmes

Participation in ‘’Taking Parliament to the
People’’, Joint Sittings,
NCOP Debates, PCs, SCs
and local government
week by 31 March 2018

Municipalities supported
on governance and Intergovernmental relations
matters by 31 March
2018

Assessment an assessment on the process
of handling petitions,
complaints and community protest actions in
municipalities conducted
by 31 March 2018

Participation in ‘’Taking
Parliament to the People’’,
Joint Sittings, NCOP Debates, PCs, SCs and local
government week by 31
March 2018

Provide support to municipalities on governance
and intergovernmental
relation matters by 31
March 2018

Participation in ‘’Taking Parliament to the
People’’, Joint Sittings,
NCOP Debates, PCs,
SCs and local government week by 31
March 2019

Support provided
to municipalities on
governance and Intergovernmental relations
matter by 31 March
2019

Participation in ‘’Taking Parliament to the
People’’, Joint Sittings,
NCOP Debates, PCs,
SCs and local government week by 31
March 2020

Support provided
to municipalities
on governance and
Intergovernmental
relations matter by 31
March 2020

Support municipalities
to implement guidelines and processes for
the handling petitions,
complaints and community protest actions
in municipalities by 31
March 2020
Develop guidelines
and processes for the
handling petitions,
complaints and community protest actions
in municipalities by 31
March 2019

New Indicator

Improved oversight
and accountability in
municipalities

Conduct an assessment
on the process of handling petitions, complaints
and community protest
actions in municipalities
by 31 March 2018

Support municipalities
towards the establishment offices of integrity
commissioners by 31
March 2020

Support municipalities
towards the establishment offices of integrity commissioners by
31 March 2019

Assessment of integrity
commissioner offices established in municipalities
conducted by 31 March
2018

Conduct and assessment
of integrity commissioner
offices established in municipalities by 31 March
2018

Support municipalities
to implement the social
charter by 31 March
2020

New Indicator

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

Improved oversight
and accountability in
municipalities

2017/18 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

Facilitate buy-in with
municipality and stakeholders by 31 March
2019

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Social Charter for munici- Develop a Social Charter
palities by 31 March 2018 for municipalities by 31
March 2018

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Strengthened Public Par- New Indicator
ticipation approaches and
governance processes in
municipalities

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

2.2

To modernise
governance systems
and processes
through the use of
digital technology
and exploration
of new models of
interface with communities

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

New Indicator

New Indicator

SALGA proposals on
PAJA

Smart city implementations to manage
effectively and efficiently
municipal functions

Facilitate for the
establishment of ICT
systems that will respond
to service delivery and
the developmental state
of Local Government.

New Indicator

SALGA having successfully implemented consequences and accountability in municipalities

IT Infrastructure shared
services – networking
and data centres

New Indicator

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

SALGA delegates’ participation as fully fledged
members of the NCOP

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY
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Support to municipalities
in the modernisation
of record systems in
compliance of the PAJA
and PAIA in the decision
making process by 31
March 2018.

Revenue protection and
enhancement technology-based strategy by 31
March 2018

Concept Paper on the
SALGA’s digitized platforms by 31 March 2018

Assessment of current
practices on offices of
community ombudsman
by 31 March 2018

SALGA’s proposals on
the amendment of the
constitution to grant
SALGA voting rights in
NCOP 31 March 2018

2017/18 KPI

Development guidelines for the establishment by 31 March
2019

Conduct an assessment
of current practices on
offices of community
ombudsman by 31 March
2018

Provide support to
municipalities in the
modernisation of record
systems in compliance of
the PAJA and PAIA in the
decision making process
by 31 March 2018.

Develop of a revenue
protection and enhancement technology-based
strategy by 31 March
2018

Develop a concept Paper
on the SALGA’s digitized
platforms by 31 March
2018

Lobby relevant IGR
Structures and Provincial and National
Legislatures for the
amendment of the
constitution to grant
SALGA voting rights
in NCOP by 31 March
2020

Lobby relevant IGR
Structures and Provincial and National
Legislatures for the
amendment of the
constitution to grant
SALGA voting rights
in NCOP by 31 March
2019

Develop and table discussion document for the
amendment of the constitution to grant SALGA
voting rights in NCOP 31
March 2018

Lobby and Advocacy
for the ICT Devolution

Development of a
Strategy on the Devolution of ICTs by 31
March 2019

Provide support to
municipalities in the
modernisation of
record systems in
compliance of the
PAJA and PAIA in
the decision making
process by 31 March
2019.

Provide support to
municipalities in the
modernisation of
record systems in compliance of the PAJA and
PAIA in the decision
making process by 31
March 2020

Development of
Rollout of utilitiesSector-specific utilities based innovations by
business cases on in31 March 2020
novations by 31 March
2019

Development and
implementation of
SALGA e-learning
platform by 31 March
2020

Development of
a Blue Print on an
e-learning digitallyenabled platform by
31 March 2019

Support municipalities
towards the establishment of offices of
Community Ombudsman by 31 March 2020

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan

2.3

OUTCOME

To foster sound and Stability and Labour
productive labour Peace in Municipalities
achieved
relations

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

SALGA STRATEGY

SALGA multi-year
Bargaining Strategy by 31
March 2018

Labour Relations matters
resolved by 31 March
2018

Collective Agreement
on the Pension Fund
Restructuring Negotiated
by 31 March 2018

SALGBC Collective
Agreements monitored
by 31 March 2018

Municipalities represented on labour
related matters

New Indicator

SALGBC Collective
Agreements

2017/18 KPI
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Monitor the municipal
compliance with all SALGBC Collective Agreements by 31 March 2018

Compliance with all
SALGBC Collective
Agreements monitored by 31 March
2019

Freedom of association phase implemented by 31 March 2019

Negotiate for a collective
agreement on Municipal
Pension Fund Restructuring by 31 March 2018

NEC mandate on the
Review of the Main
Collective Agreement
granted by 31 March
2020

Pension Fund Restructuring initial phase
implemented in Municipalities by 31 March
2020

Municipalities represented on labour
related matters by 31
March 2020

Implementation Measures on the New Salary and Wage Collective
Agreement monitored
and evaluated by 31
March 2020

Negotiations on the
Salary and Wage
Collective Agreement
concluded at SALGBC
level by 31 March
2019
Municipalities represented on labour
related matters by 31
March 2019

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

Represent municipalities
on labour relations matters by 31 March 2018

Develop the SALGA
multi-year Bargaining
Strategy by 31 March
2018

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Multi-Year collective
bargaining agreement

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

2.4

To professionalise
Local Government

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

80
SALGA Centre for
Leadership and Governance

Human Resource Management Strategy

Strengthened political
leadership and oversight.

Professionalised human
resources management
and development in local
government

Funding to implement
the human capital intelligence capability by 31
March 2018

Municipal leadership
competency assessment
conducted
by 31 March 2018

Municipalities developing
and deploying Human
Capital Strategies aligned
to the HRM &D Strategy
by 31 March 2018

Human Resource Management Strategy

To foster and sustain an
environment of customer
service orientation.

2017/18 KPI

Support municipalities
in the deployment of
a municipal leadership
competency assessments by 31 March
2019

Support municipalities
in the deployment of
a municipal leadership
competency assessments
by 31 March 2018

Mobilise funding to
implement the human
capital intelligence
capability by 31 March
2019

Support targeted
municipalities in developing and deploying Human Capital
Strategies aligned to
the HRM &D Strategy
by 31 March 2019

Support municipalities in
developing and deploying
Human Capital Strategies
aligned to the HRM&D
Strategy by 31 March
2018

Mobilise funding to implement the human capital
intelligence capability by
31 March 2018

Development of Services and Behaviours
Charter in municipalities by 31 March 2019

2018/19 TARGET

Facilitated the implementation of the human capital intelligence
capability by 31 March
2020

Monitor and evaluate
the support provided
to municipalities in the
deployment of a municipal leadership competency assessments by
31 March 2020

Monitoring and evaluating the developed
and deployed Human
Capital Strategies by 31
March 2020

Support programmes
for municipalities to
institutionalise service
and behaviour charter
by 31 March 2020

2019/20 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

Create awareness on
the Local Government
Service Charter by 31
March 2018

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Awareness on the Local
Government Service
Charter by 31 March
2018

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Citizens would have an
Service Charter
instrument or mechanism
of assessing services offered by the municipality.

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan

OUTCOME

3.1

Develop and support the implementation of financial
strategies for the
long-term sustainability and viability
of local government

Municipal debt profile
(identify recoverable and
irrecoverable debt) by 31
March 2018

Review of the legislative,
policy and regulatory
framework by 31 March
2018

Strategy on billing and
alternative revenue
sources Implemented

More equitable and reaBudget week submissonable allocation to local sions
government sector

Reduced municipal debtors book
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Develop proposals and
lobby for the review of
the legislative, policy and
regulatory framework by
31 March 2018

Lobby for the review
of the legislative, policy
and regulatory framework by 31 March
2019

Support targeted/
identified municipalities to implement the
Revenue Management
Best Practices Framework by 31 March
2019

Lobby for the review
of the legislative, policy
and regulatory framework by 31 March
2020

Support targeted/
identified municipalities
to implement the Revenue Management Best
Practices Framework
by 31 March 2020

Support and monitor
the institutionalisation
of PMS in selected
municipalities by 31
March 2020

Support and monitor
the institutionalisation
of PMS in selected
municipalities by 31
March 2019

Implement customised
programme to support municipalities to
institutionalise & cascade
performance management system by 31 March
2018

Performance Management Programme to
institutionalise & cascade
performance management system in municipalities by 31 March 2018

Functional and effective
PMS.

Develop municipal debt
profile (identify recoverable and irrecoverable
debt) and Revenue best
practice framework by 31
March 2018

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

2017/18 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Strategic Goal 3: Financial Sustainability of Local Government and Greater Fiscal Equity

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

SALGA STRATEGY

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

To support
innovative revenue enhancement
strategies for local
government

To strengthen
financial management systems and
controls

3.2

3.3

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Municipal Audit Support Programme to
selected municipalities,
as per the AG Audit
Report

Municipalities supported on implementation
of financial reforms

Focused and dedicated
support and monitoring
of the ‘perennial disclaimer’ municipalities

Sound financial management in municipalities

Strategy on billing and
Increased contribualternative revenue
tion through innovative
revenue sources to
sources Implemented
total municipal revenue.
Municipalities that are less
reliant on the national
fiscus

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY
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Municipalities supported
with the implementation
of financial reforms by
31 March 2018

Support municipalities
with the implementation
on financial reforms by 31
March 2018

Support municipalities
with the implementation of financial
reforms by 31 March
2019

Implement the Municipal Audit Support Programme to selected
municipalities, as per
the AG Audit Report
by 31 March 2019

Municipalities supported Implement the Muto improve audit outnicipal Audit Support
comes by 31 March 2018 Programme to selected
municipalities, as per the
AG Audit Report by 31
March 2018

Support municipalities
with the implementation of financial reforms
by 31 March 2020

Implement the Municipal Audit Support
Programme to selected
municipalities, as per
the AG Audit Report
by 31 March 2020

Support local government in exploring and
pursuing alternative
and innovative revenue
sources by 31 March
2020

Support local government in exploring
and pursuing alternative and innovative
revenue sources by 31
March 2019

Conduct research and
develop a strategy on
alternative revenue generation opportunities by
31 March 2018

Research on alternative
revenue generation opportunities by 31 March
2018

2019/20 TARGET

2017/18 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE
2018/19 TARGET

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan

OUTCOME
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4.3

4.2

4.1

Research

Strengthened ability to
support our members
through advocacy role
and technical assistance
backed by research
SALGA Research
strategy and research
agenda. SALGA/UJ
research agenda

Strengthened knowledge Knowledge sharing and
sharing and learning plat- learning networks
forms for Local Government

Local Government
Knowledge hub

SALGA research agenda
aligned to SALGA’s mandate by 31 March 2018

Knowledge sharing and
learning events and networks by 31 March 2018

Effective management
of Local Government
Knowledge Hub by 31
March 2018

Local Government Indicators reviewed by 31
March 2018

SALGA Municipal
Barometer Portal

2017/18 KPI

Conduct a needs
assessment of data
and data management
system demands by 31
March 2018

2018/19 TARGET

Conduct a needs
assessment of data
and data management
system demands by 31
March 2018

2019/20 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

Implement an aligned
SALGA research agenda
by 31 March 2018

Facilitate Knowledge sharing and learning events
and networks by 31
March 2018

Develop the local government Knowledge Hub
and promote it as a
premier source of Knowledge for the sector by 31
March 2018

Align and implement
the SALGA research
agenda to SALGA’s
mandate and the
2017-22 Strategy by
31 March 2019

Facilitate Knowledge
sharing and learning
events and networks
by 31 March 2019

Enhance the LG
Knowledge Hub with
collaborating tools by
31 March 2020

Align and implement
the SALGA research
agenda to SALGA’s
mandate and the
2017-22 Strategy by 31
March 2020

Facilitate Knowledge
sharing and learning
events and networks by
31 March 2020

Continue to develop
the LG Knowledge Hub
as a premier source of
Knowledge for the sector by 31 March 2019

Review the Local Govern- Review the Local Gov- Review the Local Govment Indicators by 31
ernment Indicators by ernment Indicators by
March 2018
31 March 2019
31 March 2020

Conduct research on data
and data management
system for local government by 31 March 2018

2017/18 TARGET

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Review of data and data
management system for
local government by 31
March 2018

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Provide a data repository SALGA Municipal
that will provide easily ac- Barometer Portal
cessible, reliable and upto-date local level data
and intelligence which will
facilitate improved governance and performance.

Knowledge Manage- Improved access to local
ment
government information
and knowledge resources
within SALGA and the
LG sector.

Municipal Barometer

STRATEGIC ENABLERS AND ADMINISTRATION

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

SALGA STRATEGY

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

Strategic Profiling

Partnerships for
Change

4.5

4.6

Capacity Building

4.4

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Councillor Induction
Programme

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE
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Train councillors on
portfolio based training
through the SALGA’s
centre for leadership and
governance by 31 March
2019

2017/18 TARGET

SALGA Municipal Awards Develop and launch
launched by 31 March
SALGA Municipal Awards
2018
by 31 March 2018

New Indicator

International Relations
Strategy/Programme of
Action

Profiling through recognition of municipal excellence and innovations.

SALGA is recognised
nationally, regionally and
globally

Implemented Internation- Develop and implement
al Relations programme
an International Relations
by 31 March 2018
programme by 31 March
2018

SALGA and local government owned content
through the news agency
by 31 March 2018

Generate and establish
SALGA and local government owned content by
31 March 2018

Leverage strategic
Leverage at least 20
partnerships by 31 March strategic partnerships
2018
with relevant partners
to implement SALGA’s
2017-2022 Strategic vision by 31 March 2018

Portfolio based training
rolled to municipalities by
31 March 2018

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

Enhanced communication SALGA News Agency
platforms

An enhanced and
Stakeholder Management Strategy
improved image and
reputation of SALGA and
local government

Capacitated councillors
and municipal workforce

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

Number of strategic
partnerships are leveraged with relevant
partners by 31 March
2020

Number of strategic
partnerships are leveraged with relevant
partners by 31 March
2019

Develop and implement an International
Relations programme
by 31 March 2019

Planned & hosted
of Annual SALGA
Municipal Awards

Develop and implement an International
Relations programme
by 31 March 2020

Planned & hosted of
Annual SALGA Municipal Awards

Generate and establish
SALGA and local
government owned
content by 31 March
2020

Number of councillors
trained on portfolio
based training through
the SALGA’s centre
for leadership and governance by 31 March
2021

Number of councillors
trained on portfolio
based training through
the SALGA’s centre
for leadership and governance by 31 March
2020

Generate and establish
SALGA and local
government owned
content by 31 March
2019

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan

4.8

4.7

Administration

Innovation

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

SALGA is recognised
as a high performing
organisation and local
government’s perception
of local government as a
sector is respected.

Enabling Environment for
Innovation created

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

Review, align and implement Human Resource
strategy to the approved
SALGA Strategic plan
2017-2022 by 31 March
2018
Facilities Management
strategy developed by 31
March 2018

ICT strategy in line with
the 2017-2022 organisational strategy by 31
March 2018

Human Resource
Strategy

Clean audit outcome
for 2015/16 Financial
Year
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ICT Strategy

Review ICT strategy in
line with the 2017-2022
organisational strategy by
31 March 2018

Implement Facilities
Management Strategy by
March 2018

Review, align and implement Human Resource
strategy to the approved
SALGA Strategic plan
2017-2022 by 31 March
2018

Support municipalities
with selected Innovation Programmes and
Initiatives by 31 March
2020

Review ICT strategy in
line with the 20172022 organisational
strategy by 31 March
2019

Implement Facilities
Management Strategy
by March 2019

Implement SALGA
Human Resource
Strategy by 31 March
2019

Review ICT strategy in
line with the 20172022 organisational
strategy by 31 March
2020

Implement Facilities
Management Strategy
by March 2020

Implement SALGA Human Resource Strategy
by 31 March 2020

Unqualified audit opin- Unqualified audit opinion without findings by ion without findings by
31 March 2019
31 March 2020

Unqualified audit opinion
without findings by 31
March 2018

Clean audit outcome
for 2015/16 Financial
Year

Unqualified audit opinion
without findings by 31
March 2018

Support municipalities
with selected Innovation Programmes and
Initiatives by 31 March
2018

SALGA Innovation Strat- Implement SALGA’s Inegy is implemented by 31 novation Strategy by 31
March 2018
March 2018

Innovation publication

2019/20 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE
2018/19 TARGET

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18
2017/18 TARGET

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Annual Performance Plan

2017
2018

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

OUTCOME

SALGA STRATEGY

Develop a blueprint
for SALGA’s innovative
product and services by
31 March 2018

Revise and implement
integrated marketing
communication (IMC)
plan by 31 March 2018

Integrated marketing
communication (IMC)
plan by 31 March 2018

Integrated Marketing
and Communication
Plan

2017/18 TARGET

Blueprint for SALGA’s
innovative product and
services by 31 March
2018

2017/18 KPI

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
2017/18

New Indicator

BASELINE

PAST
PERFORMANCE

Maintain, review and
implement IMC plan by
31 March 2020

Pilot the innovative
product and services
model by 31 March
2020

Consultation and
approval for SALGA’s
innovative product and
services model by 31
March 2019
Maintain, review and
implement IMC plan
by 31 March 2019

2019/20 TARGET

2018/19 TARGET

FUTURE PERFORMANCE

2017
2018
Annual Performance Plan
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2017
2018

Annual Performance Plan
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2017
2022

Strategic Plan

Contact Details:
Telephone:
(012) 369 8000

Fax:
(012) 369 8001

Physical Address:
Menlyn Corporate Park, Block B
175 Corobay Avenue
Cnr Garsfontein and Corobay
Waterkloof Glen ext11
Pretoria

www.salga.org.za

Social Media
Facebook: South African Local Government
Association (SALGA)
Twitter: @SALGA_Gov
YouTube: SALGA TV
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